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l. Opening of the meeting 
The meeting was opened at 9:00am on 20 April 1998, bosted by the SISMER/IFREMER, Centre de Brest, 
France. Participants were welcomed to the meeting by the WG Chairman. M. Gerald Riou, Director of 
Computers, Network and Data Management Department (IDT), welcomed the Working Group to IFREMER 
and provided a comprehensive overview ofiFREMER and the IDT department. Dr. Catherine Maillard, Head 
of SISMER, also welcomed the Working Groupto SISMER and provided a presentation on the activities of 
SISMER. M. Fichaut also welcomed participants and explained the local arrangements. 
Members of the Wdrking Group p>esent were: S. Almeida, Portugal, M. Fichaut, France,·M.J. Garcia, Spain, 
R. Gelfeld, USA, J. Gagnon, Canada, D. -Hartiey; UK, A. Isenor, Canada; N .. Kaaijk, .the Netherlands, H. 
Loeng, Norway, F.: Nast, Germany, O. Ni Cheileachair, Ireland, R. Olsonen, Finland, L. Rickards, UK 
(Chairman),. H. Sagen, Norway and J. Szaron, Sweden. ICES was not represented due to budget restrictions. 
Apologies for absence were received from S. -Feistel, Germany; K Medier, UK, P.B. Nielsen, Denmark, G. 
Slesser, UK and H. Valdimarsson, Iceland. G. Riou, C. Maillard and M. Pitel, from IFREMER, attended parts 
of the meeting. A complete •list of names and addresses and contact points of participants can be found in 
Annex l. 
2. Adoption of the Agenda 
The agenda for the WG meeting was adopted as a resolution of the Annua! Science Meeting in Baltimore, 
U.S.A. (C.Res. 1996/2:21, Annex 2). 
3. Data Centre reports 
The WGMDM participants reviewed activities at their own data centre/laboratory over the past year and 
looked to developments in the future. A summary of these activities can be found in Annex 3 and the reports 
were distributed: to· WG members. Those reports received prior. tø the meeting were made available on the 
MDM WelJ pages; the remaining reports were added to the Web pages after the meeting. These can be found 
at: 
http://www .pol.ac. uk/bodc/mdm/dcreports.html. 
4. Assess the pos~-1990 oceanographic data sent to ICES by each member country, identify problems 
and suggest solutions 
The Working Group has reviewed data flow to the ICES Oceanographic Data Bank annually over the last few 
years with a view t\) assessing the problems and improving the data submission. A brief report had been 
received from the ICES Oceanographer relating to the status of data submission. Over 55000 profiles bad been 
received during last year (Annex 4) and for the first time more than 20000 profiles were held for 2 individual 
years (1988 and 1989). Recent data submissions had been received from Finland and France; these bad not yet 
been added to the database. But low submissions were still a problem from Germany, Ireland, Spain, Portugal, 
Norway (nutrients) imd the UK (NERC). However, the profile and surface data sets from the OMEX project, 
supplied on CD-ROM, have been merged into the ICES databank. In addition, the JGOFS parameter code 
table (available on the OMEX CD-ROM) has been used to expand the ICES format to cater for an increased 
number of parameters. The situation did seein to have irnproved somewhat over the past few years. The 
















L. Rickardsreviewed the situation over the past five years since the WGMDM.flfstinvestigated.this prol)lem. 
Various comments bad been made including: 'North Atlantic data submission. poor', 'Major gaps in .the 
German data sel', 'tatget of getting up to date by the ICES centenary (2002)', !problems in obtaining JGOFS, 
WOCE and nutrient data', 'data policy working, but still same problem areas'. In 1993, L. Rickards submitted 
a paper to the ICES Annua! Science Conference describing the status of Cruise Summary Report (ROSCOP) 
submission and data flow to the ICES Oceanographic DataCentre. After some discussion, the WG agreed that · 
this should be updated and widely circulated. It would be included on the MDM Web pages, but would also be 
available for newsletters >that the WG knew about. It was also suggested that WG members should use their · 
Web pages to point to the maps available on the · ICES Oceanography pages showing the geographic 
distribution of available data: This can be found at: http://www.ices.dk/ocean/maps/maps.htrn. 
C. Maillard felt that Cruise Summary Reports (CSRs) were important - they bad been used for a lang time in 
France, and were a valuable management tool for keeping track of 'who has been collecting what where'. J. 
Szaron agreed, gi ving some examples of where CSRs had been useful in tracking down data. R. Gelfeld also 
backed this up by noting that the CSRs bad been useful for the WDC-A Ocean Clirnate Laboratory (OCL) for 
searching for nutrients and biological data. C. Maillard further noted that the SISMER Web statistics showed 
that the cruise information is the most frequently consulted, and that they are now starting to link this to the 
database. 
Various countries (e.g. France, Germany) have their own CSR-Iike systems, which will dump out the 
information needed to send on to ICES. N. Kaaijk commented that the EU MAST EURONODIM project, in 
effect a follow-on from the MAST Data Committee, was intending to produce an on-line. searchable system · 
for CSRs; this was to be done by DOD. 
O. Ni Chei)eachair asked ifdata sent to ICES needed to be submitted in a particularformat, o< media; and was 
pleased to hear that data could be supplied on CD-ROM, in any proper! y documented ASCII format. M.J. 
Garcia wished to knowjf data submitted to IæS were public. The ICES data policy is that if data less than lO ' 
years old are requested by an enquirer, the data originator is contacted to authorise release of the data. If data 
products (i.e. gridded data sets or statistics) are generated, then all available data are included. H. Loeng noted 
that he bad agreed with the ICES Oceanograpbic Data Centre that all Norwegian data over 2 years old were 
public and available without restriction. 
With regard to data submission, J. Gagnon noted that oceanographic data for the NorthWest Atlantic were 
submitted to IæS as they are processed and updated into the MEDS archive, bnt that Cruise Summary 
Reports were not. H. Loeng said that the Norwegian nutrient. data would be forwarded to ICES when his 
institu~ has accreditation for their quality assurance procedures. They are al~o working thfOugh the backlog 
of data. O. Ni Cheileachair said that temperature and salinity data would be sent to ICES once their ri.ew 
system was on-line. F. Nast commented that it takes time to increase the service available, but quite good 
pro gress was being made with the German scientists. M.J. Garcia felt that the. situatibn was irnprovmg in 
Spain and S. Almeida promised same Poituguese data by the next MDM meeting. L. Rickards noted that the 
problem of the UK NBRC data was almost entirely related to the Jack of resources and other activities !aking ' 
priority; however this may be remedied, soon. , 
To summarise, the number of profiles submitted to ICES bas increased over the last two years; this is a good 
sign, but there is still a large amount of data not being submitted to ICES. The WG agreed that the 
information in the 1993 paper should be updated and widely circulated. The ICES Oceanographer was , 
requested to provide same input, in particular, about where things are going wrong. The WG felt that since the 
ICES Oceanographic Daia Bank is such a valuable resource, the topic of data flow should be considered again 
in the coming year, with the emphasis on data collected in the last five years. 
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5. Review progress in the implementation of IOC's Global Oceanographic Data Archaeology and 
Rescue (GODAR) Project" in each member country, including consideration of biological · 
oceanographic data types 
R. Gelfeldintroduced this item by saying that the updated version of the World Ocean Atlas, known as the 
World Ocean Database 1998, produced by the Ocean Climate Laboratory (OCL) at WDC-A, was now 
avllilable. It c6i:nprises almost 5.5 million profiles. Anoex 5 shows the number of profiles for the different 
types of measurement (OSD, CTD, XBT, MBT, Tao buoys), and the geographic coverage. The GODAR 
project has led to the rescue of 190000 CTDs, 1.5 million bottle stations and 21000 proftles of biological data 
(zooplanktoo, phytoplankton, bacteria and some icthyoplankton). The biological data may include counts, 
biomass and volume: As thisphase of the GOD AR project is now comingto·an end, an international GOD AR 
conference is planned for October/November 1998 to discuss the direction the project should now take, and a 
steering committee ·has 'been set up to plan the meeting and decide who to invite. 
During the course of GODAR, the WDC-A archive was compared with the ICES archive to remove 
duplicates. In additiim, ICES has been a major force in getting GOD AR off the ground. And ICES also acts as 
a backup for the World Ocean Database. There is a need for long term secure archives: ICES and WDC-A 
both perform this function, 
Two years ago, the Marine Laboratory, Aberdeen, UK, shipped out to the WDC-A data hooks contllini:ng 
18000 profiles which bad not been digitised. In additioo to temperature profiles, these also included 
meteorological data in the headers. Data from the MEDATLAS project have been received, but are not yet 
included in the World Ocean Database. R. Gelfeld asked about the joint Russianllrish data collected to the 
west of Ireland - and agreed to work with the Irish Marine Data Centre to obtllin these data. Most work on 
GOD AR has been at an international leve! so far, rather than concentrating on data from the USA. 
H;Loeng noticed that mucb of the Norwegian data included as station data (water bottles) were, in fact, CTD 
data supplied as reduced standard leve! data. N. Kallijk asked what the status of Dutch data was. R. Gelfeld 
offered to send him an inventory of the cruises held, and after some discussion, agreed that it would be 
beneftcial if all members of the WG received such a list, as tltis would enable them to check what data were 
miss ing and forward them to the WDC-A. Several members of the WG also requested summaries of their data 
held at ICES. 
Funding for a follow-on to GOD AR may come from climate change programmes, where data are needed for 
input to models, for prediction, and for sustllined healthy coasts work. The more data recovered the betler as 
far as the modellers were concemed. J. Gagn on back ed this up, adding that data archaeology was one of the 
fundamental functions of data centres, where secondary users of the data are of prime importance. Data 
archaeology was especially useful to climate change work - for example, in the new Canadian Atlantic Zone 
Monitoring programme, historical data is required, which makes data archaeology a justifiable activity. It was 
also a' necessary activity as the data bad cost billions of dollars to collect in the frrst place, and would cost 
ev en more now; 
C. Mllillard uoted that units and standardisation were a problem; Scientists, for example, may deliver data in a 
variety of uaits and not provide the extra information needed to convert between them. In addition, coastal 
and monitoring data may use widely differing protocols. 
An exchange of data bad taken place between MEDS, Canada, and the OCL at WDC-A to check that their 
archives agreed. C. Maillard commended Ibis: a similar exercise bad been carried out with SISMER, which 
revealed that OCL/WDC-A held French data not held at SIS MER. 
The emphasis is now moving towards nutrients, chloropbyll and biological parameters, although the best way 
of handling some of !hese data types has not yet been completely resolved. S. Almeida noted that for 
biological data, it is often difficult to identify exactly what is there. Header information, units and other 
qnalifying informali.on is needed •more that ever. Mention was also made of contaminant data - these are 
useful for investigating trends. 
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The WG felt that this first flve year phase of. GOD AR bad been.most important, aod bad uncovered,alot of 
non-digital (mainly temperature a'nd salinity) data not: previously available to the community. They 
commended the work of the OCL. The WG looked forward with interest to the outcome of the plaoned 
GODAR conference later in the year aod wished to contribute to the next phase of the project. With this in 
mind, it was agreed that this should be considered at the next MDM meeting, when R. Gelfeld would update . 
the ·WG on progress. Plaos could then be developed for •maximum contributions to thenext phase of:the .• 
project, which could we\1 concentrate on biological data. The WGMDM would continue over the y"!'f to 
investigate aod search out biological data sets. 
6. Quantitatively analyse the minimum requirements-for quality assurance·of oceanographic data 
Mr. Stig Carlberg, Chairmao of ACME, bad requested that the WGMDM consider one of the tasks for the. 
Marine Chemistry Working Group (MCWG): 
CRes 1997 2:12p 'Adviseon theneed to standardise nutrient aod oxygen units to J.lmol/kg.' 
A. Isenor gave ao outline of why the chaoge bad been made by the WOCE community from a vol urne to a; 
mass unit. In summary, this is because with a volume measurement, one cannot compare deep oceao values 
with those made at the surface, as pressure influences volume. The difference is similar to that between 
temperature and potential temperature. In simple terms, with a volume measurement, .ane caonot tell bow 
maoy molecules are being dealt withc 
Same discussion followed. The basic view was that data centres are not in a position to dictate to a scientist, 
what unit to use, but that the data centre needed to understand ·precisely what bad been measured, aod what ·· 
had subsequently bappened with the measurements. There was same agreement that ane should always keep 
the 'measured' value, rather that those which have been calculated. Othem thougbt that the chemists sbould i 
decide what measurements (mass or volume) should be made, aod that the data centres sbould store what they 
are sent. 
L. Rickards noted thatin the BODC database data are stored as volume. In fact, almost all of the. data are , 
received in this way. For those whicb are not, part of the dialogue with the data supplier is to flnd out bow the. 1 
conversion bas been done, aod then convert back to volume. A conversion factor is stored in the database for 
the convenience of those who wish to·receive the data in mass units. The reason a factor is stored ratherthan a 
second set of parallel units is to keep the parameter coding under contra!. In principle aoy water column could 
be required in both units aod therefore would need two codes. Finding the right code is enough of a problem 
with the present number of codes without.doubling the problem. 
She also described two problems that BODC bad encountered. Firstly, BODC received same continuous 
underway nutrient measurements• (4 chaonels, every 30 seconds). On one occasion the thermosalinograpb 
stopped working, but the autoaoalyser functioned correctly. So what sbould be done? Throw away 2 days of 
30 second measurements of nutrients? Make a best guess of temperature aod salinity aod con vert nutrients to 
per kilogram? Have some of the nutrients per titre aod some per kilogram? Store the per litre data aod have a 
conversiorr to per kilogram available so that users cao either have the data per li tre or cao selectaoy of the 
above if they wisb? BODC chose the last option. 
Secondly, same dissolved oxygen data were received by BODC with the units quoted as J.!IDOI per kilogram .. 
Satutations calculated from these by BODC looked wrong aod subsequent investigation revealed that; the data 
were labelled as per kilogram because it was 'trendy', aod that the data were in fact per li tre at in s:itu 
temperature aod salinity. 
Converting .using the value of 1.025 did not seem. a sensible. option. If the appropriate information·. is. not 
availab\e to 'perform the conversion accurately, then the· scientist requesting ,the data sbould be informed 




The'WGMDM'wenrcthrough the conclusions reached by theMCWG and their comments on eacb of !hese is 
note<! below. 
After considerable discussion the MCWG agreedthat: 
• It is essential that laboratories be allowed to report thei~ data to the ICES Oceanographic Data Centre 
either on volume basis or mass depending on their normal practice and/or the requirements of special 
programmes (e.g. WOCE or JGOFS) they may be participating in, 
MDMWG agree with this, but stressed that thecuoits should be clearly stated. 
• It is also essential that metadata (supporting information) is reported so that conversion from volume 
basis to mass basis is possible, 
Y es, the information required to convert from mass to volume and vice versais require<l, or a conversion 
factor. 
• This reporting should be support ed by the data reporting format (amended as might be needed), 
Jf !his means that the data format description sbould accurately describe the format used, then !his is fine, bul 
format is not a word that we would recommend using if it can bjl ,avoided. So that when data are submitted 
the y are accompanied .by· an, accurate description of how the data are stored in .the file, and ,all the relevant 
accompanying qualifying information is also submitted. The way in which the data are actually stored at the 
data centre should· not .be dictated by the data collecting scientists;, but will be done to suit the data centre. 
• It is essentialthat data are stored in the data centre in their original form (either volume basis or mass 
basis) so that the integrity of the original data is not compromised, 
Ideal! y, this could be done, and all data stored as they are received (not on the original media, but maintaining 
the integrity of the original information); Bot !his leads to 'hoies' in· the data ,if you cannot convert. It is also 
possible that when data are extracted for a secondary user, they. will assume .. that the data suppUed wilL all be 
in the same unit. 
• Any conversion of data is perjormed either by the data user or by the data centre on a. direct and specijic 
request by the user, 
The WGMDM bad Same, problems in deciding what was really. being said here. But we felt that the daU> 
centre should have all of• the information to hand, ,and should. be able to provide all parameters and 
conversions. An y •Conversion should be clearly documented, :so that if a .single conversion factor has been 
assumed, then it is obvious that this has been done. As much metadata as possihle must be supplied with the 
data sets and !hese most also be maintained by the data centre. 
• · While coitverting the data, the user should be responsible to ascertain that the original as well as the 
converted data have/will have the quality needed for the particu/ar purpose for which the conversion is 
perjormed. 
The WGMDM were collcerned to ensure that anything done to the data is documente<l, so !hat the oser knows 
precisely what is being·supplied. 
J. Szaron noted that Mikael Krysall was to contact the WGMDM with regard to quality assurance for nutrients 
and oxygen, He V<ilunteered to follow this up, andin the coming year the two WGs intend to collahorate over 
this. 
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7. Report on the development Of World Wide Web pages and links between them within :member' : 
countries 
Several WG members demonstrated some of the developments at their Web sites.These included: 
• !MR. Fixed station data, these are updates 24 thnes per month 
(http:/ /www .imr .nb/milffhs/coast/top.htrnl) 
• !MR. TASC pages for data management. This uses the US JGOFS/GLOBEC software. The data are 
available, but are in a secure area. (http://tasc.imr.no/tasc/datamanagement.htrnl) 
• REMSSBOT(Regional Environmentill Management Support System Based On Telematics). This shares . 
environmentill information, not by building a central data warehouse, but by keeping the data at its 
original location. At present there is a demonstrator available for the Schelt river estuary (Netherlands). 
More details can be found at: http://Www:hellas.eu.net/remssbot/. 
• SISMER pages, including those for the MATER project (http://www.ifremer.fr/sismerl) 
• NODC/WDCA pages (http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/) 
After the demonstrations, the WG reviewed the MDM pæges (bttp://www.pol.ac.uklbodc/mdmwg.htrnl) .. L 
Rickards noted that these are not official ICES pages, they are maintained by the WG, not the Secretariat, 
because the WG wisbes to advertise its work, expertise and data holdings to as wide an audience as possible. 
The WGMDM pages include infortuati"on about MDM the Terms of Reference, data centres within the ICES: , 
area and their data boldings, guide lines for handling various types of data and last year' s WGMDM report. In 
addition, all of the data centre reports received before the WG meeting were made available on the Web 
pages. Those received at the meeting would be added laterc 
A. lsenor thought that the guidelines Were very useful, but would be betterif they all adhered to the same · 
format as·there were variations between them. L. Rickards agreed to look at them again and rationalise them .. : 
After some discussion, it was suggested·that a 'What's New' or 'New Products' section would be very useful. 
All WG members were to contribute to this by sending appropriate URLs to L. Rickards, who was currently · 
responsible for maintaining the MDM Web pages. A. Isenor and J. Gagnon offered some belp in maintaining 
the Web pages if required. L. Ri'Ckards also requested updates for the data centres within ICES pages. WG 
members can check their current entries at http://www.pol.ac.uklbodc/mdm/dcindex.htrnl. 
The'visibility of the page also needs to be raised. TheWG felt that some parts of itcould link in to theJCES 
Oceanography pages (as well· as the present link through· the Committee and Working Group pages). WG 
members sbould ensure that they have a link fromr their own home pages and a link with- IOC will. be 
investigated. It is likely that this W:ill be to the GE-T ADE pages wben they are available. 
8. histigate an analysis of the parameter code list used for. the IOC Cruise Summary Report, and . 
prodU:ce an improved.and updated sefof codes 
At last year' s WGMDM meeting, it was agreed that there were man y problems with the parameter codes on 
the present Cruise Snmmary Report (CSR or ROSCOP)- form; The most pressing problems are ·the Jack of 
codes for underway data (with the exception of temperature and salinity) and the difficulties posed by codes, 
sucb as 'cores' which occur in the geology section, althougb cores are also laken by biologists. In addition, it 
might" 'be belter to separate sbipboard · ADCP from .moored ADCP measurementg, and geophysical 
measurements made at the surface and at the sea floor. !Hs also necessary to include the di,fference betweeQ, 
bottle samples laken for measuring dissolved oxygen and CTD oxygen measurements. Moreover, there ar~! 
now many more chemical parameters being measured (e.g. CFCs, CCI,, etc.) which need to be included. A 
further inconsistency is tha~ at presen~ nutrients are included separately, but freons are grouped together. 
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The WG decided !hat it would he most useful to combine the discussion on Cmise Summary Report codes. 
together with the more general discussion on data dictionaries. This discussion can be found in Section 10. 
9. Investigate the •Data Services available rrom NODCs in member .countries and suggest a scheme. to 
improve cooperation between countries to provide an improved service to the- community 
L Rickards introduced !his item. She explained that she bad sent out a questionoaire to the WGMDM a few · 
weeks previously asking the following questions: 
I. How many requests for data, data products or information about data (i.e. inventories, catalogues) have 
you hand led in 1997? 
2. Summarise the Sort of data/information requested (e.g. waves, currents, XBT. CfD, data sets on CD-
. ROM, catalogues of data holdings) 
3. Where do the data •requests come from? 
Your own organisation? 
Other organisations in your country (Universities, government, commercial organisations)? 
Organisations abroad? 
4. Do you have standard products available (e.g. CD-ROMs, statistical or gridded products)? lf, yes, what 
are theseproducts? 
5. Can you always fe spond positive/y to requests (i.e. do you have the data requested?) or are you askedfor 
data you do not hold? 
6. lf you do not hold the data requested, what is your re sponse? Can you refer the enquirer elsewhere? And 
ifso, where do you usually refer them to? 
7. How do you think your service could be improved? 
lf you are someone who requests data from NODCs (or from ICES), it would be very useful to have your · 
comments on how easy (or difficult) it is to obtain data from NODCs or ICES. Do they provide the service you 
would Uke? And havi woUld you like to see the service improved? Please· also add any other comments that 
you have. 
The response to !his bad been very encouraging with 14 responses. Tbese are summarised in Annex 6. The US 
NODC handles many more requests !han an y of the other centres, but most other data centres halldle about 
150 or more requests a year. 
Most centres answer a wide range ofrequests from their own institute, country and abroad. These requests can 
generally be answered by the data centre, but some need to be referred elsewhere. So it is important to know 
the appropriate organisations to refer enquirers to. Standard products (e.g. CD-ROMs, gridded data sets) were 
thought to be useful, as was on-line access to data. O. Ni Cbeileacbair commented !hat compiling Web sites 
whicb point to others holding data was useful for referral. R. Gelfeld noted !hat 'networking' (i.e. contact 
between data centres staff) was very valuable, and increased individuals knowledge of wbat was availab\e at 
other centres. F. Nast reminded the Group !hat in !he ftrst instance, an enquirer sbould go to their national 
oceanographic data centre - which sbould have the knowledge and expertise to obtain data for !hem, if the 
required data were not beld by the centre. Data sets migbt also be acquired without charge hy one data centte 
from another as part of international data excbange agreements. 
Tbere was some discussion about data products, in particular whether it was: clear where the data bad come 
from~ The WG· agreed !hat it was most important to acknowledge all data sources. It is also beneficia! to 
request feedback anti reporting of any errors in the product. 
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Information 'supplied by H. Dooley, relating to requests to the ICES Oceanographic Data Centre, indicated . 
that 90 requests bad been answered· during 1997. Of these, approxirnately half were for data, most of the . 
remainder were for statistics or gridded products, and a few were for pldts of station locations, information 
about data availability or inventory type information. The requests originated from lO different countries, with 
10 or more requestsreceived from the UK (22), Denmark (14), Germany (14) and Norway (10). Finland, , 
France, Spain, theNetherlands, Sweden and the USA had.all between l and 3 requests eacb. The origin of a 
few of the requests could not be determined from the information provided. The WG were pleased that the 
ICES Oceanognq)bic Data Bank was being utilised, but were surprised that there were not more request!; to 
ræs and felt that the existence of the Data Bank should be widely and vigorously promoted. 
Several actions were,agreed as a result of the questionnaire and the subsequent discussion. On the WGMDM 
Web page, there sbould be a data products section with links to the relevant Web pages. Tbis will contribute 
to answering the question of who has wbat data where. Wben a centre/laboratory bas a new product available, 
in addition to alerting members ofthe WG, they should e-mail L. Rickards with the URL for inclusion on the 
Web pages. A map would be put on the Web showing the data centres and Iinking to their home pages. Also 
the international moored current meter inventory bad been found very useful in the past, and a new version 
should be put on the Web. L. Rickards agreed to contact WG members and others who bad supplied 
information for updates to the current meter inventory. 
10. Investigate and evaluate the data dictionaries available to the marine science community 
O. Ni Cbeileacbair provided an overview of same of the data dictionaries available to the marine science 
community. This included ROSCOP (Cruise Summary Report), EDMED, JGOFS (OMEX), MATER, GF3 
and the Irish Marine Data Centre (IMDC) systems. A summary of her presentation is given in Annex 7 .. The 
main issues to come out of this review were as follows: 
L Hierarcbical system important (facilitates searcbing and retrieval) 
2. Confusion exists between instruments and parameters (especially in ROSCOP and EDMED codes) which 
needs to be resolved 
3. Is it necessary to base a parameter coding systems on 8 byte codes? 
4. It is necessary to indicate method and place (surface, mid-water, bottom) 
5. Units, are a problem 
Leading on from this were 2 questions, together with some possible answers or suggested ways forward: 
• What is critical in mo ving towards a hetter and more standardised system? 
l. Consistency between data centres 
2. Easy searching for multidisciplinary parameters 
3. Remove instrument from measurement 
4. Formal way of letting people know wbat' s being updated 
• 'Wbere next? 
l: Standardise 'big bucket' headirigs . 
2, Agree on hierarchical structure: 
3. Define parameters distinct from gear/instrument 
4. Agree/adopt a system 
The WG thanked O. Ni Cheileachair for her excellent overview, wbich was followed by same lively 
discussion. R. Gelfeld commented that he bad seen many data dictionaries over the last 25 years, and he felt 
that wbatwas needed was an authoritative list, rather·than a code table. He felt that codes bad been useful in 
the pa.St, bilt Ilot in today's world. A standardised; authoritative list; wbich defines the parameters and their 
units, is what is needed. Although there was general agreement that this was true, there was also a view tbat 
code tables also bad their place. 
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Code tables or data idictionaries are used because it is usefulto have an abbreviated version \lf the parameter 
name, particulatly in relational databases. But the main consideration is really th~t we all neei1 to know that 
we are talking about the same parameter (i.e. ·identiflcation and comparability). Existing intemationally 
agreed standardised data dictionaries could be of value to those setting up a new database, as it saves work 
and avoids 're-inventing the wheel'. 
One problem associated with either an authoritative list or a data dictionary is the question of maintenance. 
Someone has to take responsibility for updating and adding new codes. Expertise is required in a wide range 
of disciplines, and quite a lot of work could be involved if many people are requesting new codes. Often 
systems fall down because this activity has been underestimated and insufficiently resourced. 
All WG members agreed that standardisation was required, and in deflning the way forward O. Ni 
Cheileachair suggested that the following questions needed answering: 
l. What truly defmes a parameter? 
2. Do we want an abbreviated way ofdeflning parameters? 
3. Do we want to standardise at the category ('big bucket') leve!? 
4. Wbat is the easiest way of doing this? 
An intersessional sub-group was set up to consider this further. In particular, to suggest the 'big bucket' 
headings and suggest the appropriate hierarchical structure. It should also consider other coding systems, for 
example the BUFR coding system, used by meteorologists, which now has oceanographic codes included. In 
addition, it would be useful to consider the differel)t sorts of data flagging schemes in use and suggest wbich 
to staildardise on. The sub-group will consist of O. Ni Cheileachair, lv\. Fichaut, L. Rickards, J. Gagnon 
(together with Bob Keeley from MEDS) and H. Dooley, led by O. Ni Cheileachair. 
11. Consider the future work programme in relation to the remit of the Oceanography Committee and 
development of the ICES Five-Year Plan, including cooperation with other Working Groups 
At the last ICES Annua! Science Conference in Baltimore, USA (September 1997), the Hydrography 
Committee was dissolved and a new Oceanography Committee formed, The remi! of this committee is as 
follows: 
'The Committee's scientific area of responsibility should be physical, chemical and pelagic biological 
oceanography, especially with regard to processes relevant to living marine resources and environmental 
quality. This will include such issues as impacts of climate variability, physical, chemical and biological 
jluxes in coastal areas, shelf seas and the open ocean.' 
H. Loeng introduced this topic and provided the WG with background information on the new structure of 
ICES and the mid-term meeting of the Consultative Committee. He noted that there was a Bureau WG on the 
strategic.policy and that the work of the WGs should be related to the Five-Year plan. He bad written to 
members of the Oceanography Committee soliciting their opinions. Responses bad included clirnate 
variability and effects, GLOBEC, GOOS, pollution .and data management. Those who had included data 
management in their responses commented on the following: 
' ... The principal of these is to establish a coherent scheme of ecosystem modelling for ICES regions and a 
coherent policy on ecological data management ....... At the present, ICES is pretty good at handling 
hydrographic and nutrient data, but that's about it. The fish survey data are a bit patchy, bent hos data are ok 
for major surveys, and plankJon data are non-existent. I think we ne ed to get · some major commitment for 
member institutes to get a coordinated systematic monitoring plan for various aspects of the health of the 
ecosystem. Un/ess we do this, thenwe wi/l be struggling with patchy, messy horrible data in JO years time, let 
alone 5. We need to. press for an international data centre to take on archiving for a wider range of ecosystem 
data than currently cateredfor by ICES, BODC or elsewhere .. , .. .' 
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' .... there are continuing issues relating to'data standards and data exthange. As we get more interested in the 
movement' ofvarious chemical tracers ofhuman activity though the marine environment. we need to ensure , 
that measurements of the se substtmces can be mapped through space and time.' 
' .... l would think that subjects related to ...... and ( 3) data management and exchange systems,. would b~ of 
interest to many countries.' 
' ... The_ relevant topicsfot ICES to be monitored and promoted by the Oceanography Committee are," .. (4) · 
environmental data banking.' 
The WG frrst considered the ICES Oceanographic Data Centre and its usefulness and its resources. In an ideal 
world, where all scientists worked up their data, stored it irr an easily accessible manner and made it available 
to others in a standardised. way, then national and international data centres may not be necessary. B11t in the 
real world !bis does not happen, as there are many other pressures on scientists, so it necessary to have 
national, regional and international data centres. The WG agreed that there were many good reasons for. 
maintaining and further developing the ICES Oceanographic Data Centre. These are noted below: 
• The ICES Oceanograpbic Data Bank has data from over 1.5 million proftles going back to the beginning· 
of the century. The data are all quality controlled to a high standard. The data set comprises a valuable 
resource for many purposes incl\Jding climate change and operational oceanography. 
• A lottg-term archive is needed for data. Scientists retire and regional or international centres often have. 
more long term stability than national centres. For example, the French centre; BNDO, was closed down 
al1d then several years later' SISMER was established, and bad to go to international data centres to re-
acquire their data. ' 
• Initiatives from the ICES Oceanographic Data Centre have been adopted by IOC. 
• It provides a forum for developing gtiidelines for handling data, agreeing qnality assurance procedures, 
etc. These are not restricted to the parameters currently stored in the ICES Oceanographic Data Bank. 
Over the past lO years guidelines have been developed for moored current meter data, CTD data, XBT 
data, shipboard ADCP and SeaSoar. Some of these have been endorsed by IOC. 
• ICES acts the National Oceanographic Data Centre for lceland and Denmark. It also holds a back-up 
co p y of the data from the WDC-A Ocean Climate Laboratory. 
• The ICES OCeanographic Data Centre Data Policy is effective. Scientists will submit their data knowing 
that it is safe and will not be released without their permission within a 10 year period. In addition, 
scientists from some countries will send their data to an international centre, rather than a national one, 
especially if their national centre iS not well resourced or developed. 
• IæS expertise has been very valuable to projects such as MED ATLAS, where the ICES Oceanographer 
acted as an independent data expert. 
• The ICES Oceanographic Data Bank can adapt to change, adding in new parameters as appropriate, as 
has rec,ently happened with the adoption of the JGOFS data dictionary to allow the inclusion new 
parameters. 
• n' pro~ides a valuable forum for discussion. The problems of one data centre are often the problems of 
others. Many lessons can belearnta11d time saved. 
The WG then turned its itttentiolltowhether an MDM Working Group was necessary and, if so, bow it could 
contribute to the Oceanography Committee rernit. The WGMDM is not a scientific or advisory WG, but' data 
management activities should form an important part of an y scientific prograrnme which · involves data, 
whether it be data collection, compiling data sets quality assurance, data products or final archiving. Within 
the WG there is an existing infrastructure for data management. A pilot project could be developed, building 
lO 
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on this, using perhaps an operational!monifuring approach for data types that are common to the data centres. 
This would provide a focus for activities. Whereas the WGMDM sbould notdefine the scientific progranunes 
of the Oceanogiaphy Committee, it should ensure that data :management is part of any programme. For 
example, MDM can contrihute expertise in the areas of data exchange, formats, quality control, data products, 
data dissemination, and data archiving. The expertise of the WG is not confined .to a particular data type; 
several WG members are iuvolved in data management for multidisciplinary projects, which include many 
differentparameters (e.g. physical, chemical, biological, fisheries, meteorology, geologylgeopbysics). 
The WG decided that it would be valuable to have a general statement outlining its own function - distinct 
from the Terms 'of Reference which cbange from• year to year. k lsenor has,put together a frrst draft ofthis. 
There are four parts to the Mission Statement as outlined below. Under each part he bas some words !hat 
could be used to describe the Working Group, and from !hese words, the remit has been constructed. The 
order of the four parts is flexible. He prefers to have the purpose up-fron~ as Ibis makes a sifOnger statement. 
l. wbose needs are'we addressing(who we are) 
• ICESWGMDM 
2. our uniqueness (what iuakes us unique) 
• we serve the ICES oceanographic community 
• we serve various ICES committees 
3. o ur purpose ( what we hope to achieve, or o ur outcome) 
• increase data and information excbange within ICES membersbip 
• advise ICES members and Committees , as appropriate, on data management issues 
4. our function (bow we will achieve Ibis) 
• by monitoring data exchange/flow 
• · by improving data exchangelflow 
• by beiug knowledgeable on current data managementpractices 
Draft Remit for WGMDM: 
'The ICES Working Group on Marine Data Management will maintaln and develop expertise in 
oceanographic data management and will monitor, co-ordinate and improve data and information exchange 
within the ICES oceanographic community.' · · 
The WGMDM links could be developed further with other WGs. There are quite good linkS with the Oceanic 
Hydrography WG and !hese two WGs bad collaborated over the development of the guidelines for ADCP and 
SeaSoar data and have held several joint meetings. There i,s a need to build more links to the WGs on 
ZooplanktOn Ecology and Phytoplankton Ecology, especially with the increase in interest in biological data. It' 
is also likely that links will be further developed with. the Marine Chemistry WG, as the WGMDM 
collaborates with. them in the developmentof quality control guidelines for nutrients and oxygen. · 
The WGMDM members are contributing data management expertise to a number of projects, national! y and 
interoationally. At present !hese iuclude-the following: Global Temperature and Salinity Profile Project 
(GTSPP), WOCE; ,JGQFS, TASC, MEPATLAS, World Ocean Database 98, GODAR and a variety of EU 
MAST projects. Other .. projects where contributions are just beginning · include GOOS, EuruGOOS and 
CLIVAR. . 
In addition, the WG has much expertise in designing and using database systems. Relational databases are in 
use a~ for example, SISMER, !MR, RJKZ, BODC, IMDC, NODCJWDCA, and SMHJ. This expertise is 
available to ICES. · 
12. Comment;on the 1997ACME statement (Agend~t Item 21.3) conterning the development of GOOS 
initiatives_in ICES 
H. Loeng introduced this item and provided some background information. At the last ICES Annua! Science 
Conference, an ICES Steering Group on the Global Ocean Observiug System (GOOS) was established. Its 
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term ofreferimce is to: ''Prepare an action plan for bow I8ES should take an active and leading role h)the 
further , development of GOOS at a North Atlantic regional leve! wit:h special emphasis on 'fisberies 
oceanography.' The chairmen of !he Working Groups under the Oceanography, Marine Habitat and Llving 
Resources C<immittees make up the Steering Group . Prior to coming up with an action plan, it was necessary , 
to define more precisely the degree· of ICES involvement in GOOS. The WG is asked to comment on 'the, 
following four alternatives: , 
Alternative A: ICES is formally represented in all appropriate GOOS fora, sucb as the new GOOS St~ring ,,, 
Corilrilittee, I -GOOS, the relevant GOOS Mod ule Panels as well , as in EuroGOOS ., AI! the operational ' 
activities are organised by the member countries themselves and there is no .regional GOOS system within ih~ 
ICES area. Tbis alternative is • on! y sligbtiy above the present involvement and may be characterised as 
'BusineSs as usual'. · ' 
Alternative B: An official GOOS Pilot Project bas been establisbed within f:he ICES area ,(e.g. North-east, 
'' :l . . 
Atlantic, North Sea, the Baltic) by other bodies. In addition to what is mentioned under Alternative A, ICES 
have a role as an advisory and service agency for the regional GOOS component. Types of service~ c~uld be: 
* Databases and data management 
* Quality assurance - methods, manuals, guidelines, inter-calibration exercises 
* To support the Li ving Marine Resouri:es Module, in particular concerning pbytoplankton, · 
zooplankton and benthos 
Alternative C: ICES take the responsibility to run a centre for operational fisheries oceanography on non-
meteorological time scales (i.e. more !han two weeks) or on the time scale of fish stock assessment (some 
months) for the whole North Atlantic or parts thereof, i.e. the North Sea. The centre coordinate national and 
international data collection, the rapid transmission of data to computerised data assembly centres for 
processing through numerical and statistical models to produce regular: 
* Clhuatic prediction (time scale season to some years) 
* Reg u lar en vironmentai status reports · 
* Thue series for identifying trends or changes 
Alternative D: In addition to the tasks mentioned under Alternative C, we could also include processes of 
meteorological time scales, i.e. ICES establisb a Centre for operational fisheries oceanography on time scales 
from days toyears. 
H. Loeng aske1 bow the WGMDM tould be involved and suggested it could bave a rote in real time data 
excha11.ge, quality assurance, common data formats and products. The WGMDM li!so noted !hat there were 
many nationaleommittees for GOOS, ahd !hat R: Keeley (MEDS) and B. Searle (AODC) bad written a paper 
sbowing bow GOOS could use the ex\stirig !ODE system for managing GOOS data, in particular the sclieme 
used for the Global Temperature and Salinity Profile Project (GTSPP). 
The initia]reaction of the WG was !hat for options othertliari Alternative A, funding and personnel would be 
needed, whicb could be,a problem. However, leaving thatconsideration aside, Alternative C was favoured by 
most members of tlie WG. J. Szaron noted !hat in Sweden, same of !his type of work was already .being 
carried out. Siluilarly, in Canada, work was just starting in !his area, and J. Gagnon felt !his was opp()itune. 
He recommended a pilot project first. He also noted !hat Canada was most interested in the western Atlantic. 
~ ' ' - ' ' ' 
O. Ni Cheileacbair noi:ed !hat EuroGOOS was accelerating, and setting up a data management scherile - bow 
would an ICES GOOS regional project link with EuroGOOS? Sbe also felt !hat there were defmite advantages 
of regional data sets, where data have been pulled together over a large area. 
As a data management gioup, it 'ii not for us to suggest the scientific elements of the scheme,·,but data 
management sbould form a part of any project, and input could be provided on databases, quality assurance, 
assembling regional data sets, presentlltion of data (via the Web, for example) and production of products. 
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In snrnmary, the WGMDM View is as follows: i!'.' 
l. To the question 'should ICES be involved, orre response was :... Can ICES afford to be left out? GOOS is a 
major project, and an ICES regional project would be very likely to contribute much in terms of 
knowledge, expertise and data, 
2. Alternative C was the favourect option. 
3. The WG could contribute a: wi.tle range of expertise in data management. 
13. Election of chairman 
L. Riekards reported that she had now been chainnan for six years and that the WGMDM needed to nominate 
a new· Chainnan. At' the last Annua! Science Conference, · it had heen agreed !hat Chainnen of Working 
Groups should be appointed for three years·.L. Rickards proposed that R. .Gelfeld should be put forward to the 
Oceanography Committee as the next Chairman; H. Loeng seconded !his, and this was agreed unanimously by 
the WG. L. Rickards thallked the WG for.their support over the last six years and wished R. Gelfeld every 
success in chairing the WG in the future. 
14. Any other business 
(i) ShipboatdOcean Data Inforinati<Jn (ODIN) 
A. Isenor gave a presentation on ODIN, an oceanographic data collection and management system tbat he 
has been developing at the Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Canada. A more detailed account of tbis 
can be found in Annex 8. Several members of the WG were very interested in tbis software and A. Isenor 
agreed to make copies available. He also noted that it could be adapted to, for example, produce c;;ruise 
Summary Report forms at the end of a cruise. He provided a demonstration of the system. The WGMDM 
looked forward to hearing of further developments witb the system in the future. 
(ii) Taxonomic ccides 
R. Gelfeld provided a brief update on the taxonomic codes issue. NODC have frozen its Taxonomic Code 
system with Version 8.0 (on CD-ROM) and have switched to the Integrated Taxonomic Information 
System (ITIS). The initial on-line version of the ITIS ·database contains information from the NODC 
TaxorioiniC Code Version 8,0. The ms system is available on-line (http://www.itis.usda.gov/itis/) and 
viill provide the Serial Num ber' for the species requested; Ifit does not exist in the system, !hen a c ode 
will be al!Ocated. NODC is participating in this project. The ITIS system is currently available for beta-
testing. Users are encouraged to use the system, but to be aware that names may change status or position 
in the taxonomic hierarchy as groups are reviewed and modified. During !his transition period the 
database Is lieing actively updated with data !hat meet•tbe quality criteria: The Web pages contain more 
details of pro gress. 
(iii) Ocean Data Syrilposium 
The Ocean Data Symposium was held·in Dublin, Ireland, in October 199.7, and was jointly organised by 
IOC, NOAA, EU MAST and the Irish Marine Institute. Itfollowed·on from the Climate Data Workshop 
held at the Goddatd Space center in 1992 (organised by CEC, ICES, !CSU, IOC and WMO). The 
objectives of the Ocean Data Symposium were to bring scientists, data managers and industry to a forum 
similar to the Climate Data Workshop; to assess the data management reqnirements of end users 
(scientists, data managers and indnstry); to deal with an aspects of marine data collection, methodologies, 
iostrumentation and analysis techniques as well as data archaeology, . dissemination, storage, retrieval, 
exchange and management; and to investigate the application of technological advances in order to 
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of present data management methods. There were four main 
themes: the data and metadata reqnirements of scientists io order to sopport ocean research; the henefits of 
statistical techniques and numerical modelling for analysis and prediction; development of advanced 
technology for data collection, analysis and exchange; and advances in information and data management 
too!Sfor policy and decisi<in makers. 
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Several members of the WGMDM bad attended the Symposium and bad presentert papers and posters. It., 
was felt to be a usefu! and successful meeting, and the WG were pleased to hear !hat another similar · 
meeting would be held in 2-3 years time. In addition, the proceedings of the meeting would be published 
by IOC very soon. 
(iv) IOC Group of Experts on the Technical Aspects of Data Exchange (GE-T ADE) 
L. Rickards reportert !hat she had attended !his meeting which bad followed on from the Ocean ;Data · 
Symposium. The main priorities for the GE-T ADE meeting were: metadata, formats, OceanPC, data 
documentation and procedures, and raising the pro file of !ODE and GE-T ADE. 
It was agreed !hat it is unlikely !hat agreement will ever be reached on formats, and !hat perhaps data 
dictionaries are the way forward. RNODC(Formats) already holds information about ship codes, country . 
codes and GF3 parameter codes on a Web page .. GE-TADE members willlook at the formats actually 
used to exchange data to try and work out which are the most cornmonly used formats, review !hem and 
come up with an 'approved' list. Guidelines rna y be hetter !han formats - and to some extent !hese already. 
exist, asGE-TADE produced aset of guidelines a few years ago (available from the RNODC(Formats) 
Web page). It was felt !hat the most cornmonly used formats are !hose required for major packages (e.g. 
SURFER, netCDF, ATJ;_AST) and also comma separated values (.csv). 
It was noted !hat there was a pilot project for MEDl, which gave the IODE/GE-T ADE the opportunity to , 
lead in the fteld of marine-related metadata. The Australian Blue Pages and EDMED were reviewed. A 
comparison of the flelds in the two directories has been made and. suggestions made as .,to. which flelds 
(there·are about 15) should be•used in MEDl. A MEDl pilot project product is needed to demonstrate to 
!ODE at their next meeting in 2000. 
The present status of OceanPC was reviewed and it was agreed what is.really needed is a more integrated 
set of.tools. OceanPC should include the following: H should be freely available; it should deal with 
coastal data, not just deep·ocean- and a wider range ,of data types (e.g. time series, remote sensing); it 
should include a data dictionary; it should have tools for manipulating formats and it should be able to 
use commercial software, for example ACCESS and EXCEL. (It already links to SURFER). 
(v) 'MASTData Committee 
F: Nast reviewed' the activities of the MAST Data Committee, which is nearing the end of its life. 
However the EURONODIM project, which. has been accepted by MAST, will largely replace the 
Committee. The MAST Data Committee looks at the data collected on MAST projects and draws up 
guidelines and policy for data management within ;MAST. EURONODIM will continue work with 
EDMED, Cruise Summary Reports etc, 
L Gagnon asked bow MAST contributes to monitoring prograrnmes. F. Nast replied !hat it is project 
driven and data collected are confidential until the end of the project. The data sets are aften 
multidisciplinary and data centres are funded for the data management of specific projects. J. Gagnon felt 
!hat it would be beneficia! to promote rapid release of some types of data - to go into the GTSPP, for 
example - as !his would help climate modellers. A. Isenor added !hat although reduced profiles are sent 
for GTSPP in near-real time, the Pis have a proprietary period of two years over the full resolution data. 
He felt' !hat MAST should encourage !his earl y re lease of data. F. Nast agreed to pass on !his to the 
MAST Data Committee at its next meeting. 
15. Date and' location of next meeting;,topics for discussion 
i) Topics for the next meeting 
The following items were suggested for inclusion in next year' s agenda 
a) Assess the last five years data (1994-1998) sent to ICES by each member.country, identify problems and 
suggest solutions; 
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Although the data received by ICES over the last two years has be en encouraging, there is still a large 
amount of data outstanding especially nutrient data and data from global projects. This it em should act 
as encouragement to Member Countries to supply the ICES Oceanographic Data Centre with data in a 
time/y manner. 
b) Review progress in the implementation of IOC's Global Oceanographic Data Archaeology and Rescue 
(GODAR) Project in each meniber country, including consideration of biological oceanographic data 
types; 
Much data have been recovered by the five year GODAR project, but many valuable data sets still remain 
o utside of established data banks and archives. WG members need to continue searching out old data sets 
and forwarding them to ICES and WDC(A). ICES hos taken a lead role in this project for the ICES 
region, which provides a focus for member states activities; investigations sug gest thot much biological 
data is available within ICES Member Countries. This item serves to help quantifY the data and 
associated documentation available, and their status. 
c) Quantitatively analyse the minimum requirements for quality assu~ce of oceanographic data; 
The re is a ne ed for simple guide lines for those collecting, processing and quality assuring data. Hav ing 
reviewed those guide lines and manuals presently available, and produced a sel of guide lines for moored 
current meter, CTD, shipborne ADCP dnd SedSoar!Batfish data, other data types will now be considered 
(e.g. moored ADCP, drifting 'buoys, XBT and sea leve l) and guide line~ developed and updated. 
d) Develop guidelines for the quality assurance and data management of nutrient and oxygen data in, 
cooperation with the MCWG; 1 
The MCWG have be en reviewing quality assessment procedures for nutrient and oxygen data. Following 
on from this, the MCWG and WGMDM willjointly develop guidelines. The existence ofwritten guide lines 
has distinct advantages. It shows laboratories reporting to the iCES data bank how important it is to 
ap p ly quality contra! procedures on the data, and it will prov ide ICES with data sets which are easier to 
handle and which have a proper/y documented QC history behind them. 
e) Report on the development.of World Wide Web pages and links between them within member countries; 
This is an opportunity to exploit developments within the Internet and raise the profile of the data centres 
within iri the ICES community. In particular, collaboration on data products will be investigated and the 
WGMDM pages will be further developed. 
f) Investigate and evaluate the data dictionaries available to the marine science community, including an 
analysis of the parameter eode list used for the IOC Cruise Summary Report, and produce an improved 
and updated set of codes. · 
A number of Data Dictionaries, each covering a wide range of parameters, have be en developed by the 
oceanographic community. Last year, these were critically reviewed by the WGMDM. An inter-sessional 
sub-group will continue this and sugge sl the appropriate hierarchica/ structure and standardistation at 
the category leve!. Dataflagging schemes will also be addressed. 
ii) Time and place of next meeting 
The WG expressed its w,ish. that the next meeting should be held at the Marine Environmental Data Service 
(MEDS), Ottawa, Canada, between 3 and 6 May 1999. 
The Chairman closed the meeting by thanking the participants for their hard work, enthusiasm and valuable 
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Annex 2 Terms of Reference 
The Working Group on Marine Data Management [WGMDM] (Chairman: Dr. L.J. Rickards, UK) will meet 
in Brest, France from 20 - 23 April 1998 to: 
a) assess the post-1990 oceanographic data sent to ICES by each member country, and identify problems , 
and suggest so1utions; 
b) review progress in the imp1ementation of IOC's Global Oceanographic Data Archaeology and Rescue 
(GOD AR) Project in each member co0ntry, including consideration of biological oceanographic data 
types; 
c) quantitatively analyse the minimum requirements for quality assurance of oceanographic data; 
d) report on the development of World Wide Web pages and links between them within member countries; 
e) instigate an analysis of the parameter code list used for the IOC Cruise Summary Report, and produce an,, 
improved and updated set of codes; , 
f) investigate the Data Services available from NODCs in member countries and suggest a scheme to 
improve cooperation between countries to provide an improved service to the community; 
g) investigate and evaluate the data dictionaries available to the marine science community; 
h) consider the future work progranune in relation to the remit of the Oceanography Committee and ' 
development of the ICES Five-Year Plan, including cooperation with other Working Groups; 
i) comment on the 1997 ACME statement (Agenda Item 21.3) conceming the development of GOOS, 
initiatives in ICES. 
WGMDM will report to the Oceanography Committee at the 1998 Annua! Science Conference. 
J ustijication: 
a) Although the data received by ICES post-1990 over the last year has been encouraging, there is stille(: 
large amount of data outstanding, especially nutrient data and data from global projects. This, it em; 
should act as encouragement to member countries to supply the ICES Oceanographic Data Centre. with, 
data in a time ly manner. 
b) Much data has been recovered by GODAR already, but many valuable data sets still remain outside of 
established data banks and archives. WG members need to continue searching out old data Sets and 
forwarding them to ICES and WDC(A).ICES has taken the lead in this project for the ICES area, which' 
provides a focus for member state activities. Initial investigations sug gest that much biological data is 
available within member countries. This item serves to help quantify the data and assoCiated 
documentation available, and their status. 
c) The re is a ne ed for simple guide lines for those collecting, processing and quality assuring data. [[av ing 
reviewed those guide lines and manuals present/y available, and produced a set of guide lines for mao red 
current meter data, CTD and nutrient data, other data types will now be considered (e,g. AJJCP,; 
SeaSoar/Batjish, XBT and sea level) and guide lines developed and updated. 
d) This is an opportunity to exploit new developments within the Internet and raise the profile of the data 
cent res within the ICES community. In particular, WGMDM pages will be further developed. 
e) The results of the intersessional sub-group work in mapping the existing Cruise Summary Report codes to 
the JGOFS data dictionary codes will be critically reviewed. 
f) Collaboration willlead to increased data exchange and efjiciency, and better collaboration between the 
NODCs. 
g) A data dictionary covering a wide range of parameters has been developed for JGOFS. This and other 
data dictionaries known to the WG will be examined to determine the most appropriate system to use. 
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Annex 3 Highlights from the reports ofthe Data Centres 
The reports submitted to the WGMDM meeting can be found on the WGMDM Web pages at: 
http://www.pol.ac.uklbodc/mdm/dcreports.html 
The highlights below provide a brief surnmary of the reports. 
ICES: ·buring 1997, 55055 profiles were added to the database for ilie years subsequent to 1980. The 
distribution ofthenumber ofproi'iles by year is given in Annex 4. For the frrsttime there are inore than 20000 
profilesin any one year (i.e. in 1988 and 1990). A number of submissions have been received in the weeks 
leading up to the MDM meeting, notably from Finland and France, and these have yet to be processed. 
Concem persists around the very low submissions from a number of countries, especially with regard to UK 
(NERC), Germany, Ireland; Spain, Portugal, and Norway (for, nutrients). One country has requested the 
withdrawal of all oLits data for the period 1989-1991 because <:>f suspected quality problems. 
A special archive of'Ml\STROSCOPs is maintained, and iliese'are listed on a special MAST part of our web 
site. In spile of the compulsory requirement to provide ROSCOPs for MAST projects it remains difflcult to , 
receive them. Activities in connection with the MAST Projects ESOP and VEINS are well underway. 
All the OMEX pro file and surface data sets have been merged into the !CBS databank. This task has served as 
a test for expanding the ICES format to encompass an y number of data, types. and also to see bow ROSCOP 
may be adapted to reflect the expansion in parameters. The nucleus, ofboth of these developments has been 
the BODC/JGOFS data dictionary. 
Software systems have continued to be developed to facilitate the data management activities. No proprietary 
software is in use apart from producing fmal graphical products. The software is both Windows-based (data 
management), and Unix-based (for the preparation of gridded products whi~hnow represents more that 50% 
of the mquests received). 
Canada: The Marine Environmental Data Service (MEDS) is a branch of the Fisheries and Oceans Science 
Directorate of Canada's Department of Fisheries and Oceans (DFO). ltsmandate is to mariage and archive 
physical anct·chemical oceanographic data collected by DFP Regionallnstitutes or acquired through various 
arrangements. from Canadian researchers in government, uni"ersity and industry, and international research 
conducted in the Great Lakes, the St. Lawrence River and the major oeean areas adjacent to Canada. 
MEDS continued its ongoing programs relevant to the acquisition, processing, quality control, dissemination 
and archival ofphysical oceanographic data received in both operational and delayed mode. These included 
over 75K wave spectra, 3K days of tida! hourly beight data, 1.5M drifting buoy messages and 60K 
temperature-salinity profiles, all of which were reporting in real-thne. 
Two major initiatives within DFO Science were initiated to co-ordinate ocean science in Canada, and in 
particular its data management. The formation of a National Data Management Working Group, cbaired by 
MEDS, to cobrdinate physical, biological and fisheries data within DFO Science, and an Atlantic Zonal 
Monitoring Program for which MEDS will be the focal point for the safekeeping and dissemination of data 
and information through a centralised World Wide Web server. 
Denh)ark:' The :Oceanographic Department (OD) in the Royal Danish Administtation of Navigation and 
Hyctrdgraptiy (RDANH) has continued the operatiori of (i) the network of tide gauges in Danish waters, (ii) the 
network of oceanographic stations (equipped with current meters and C/T-chains) in Danish waters, and (iii) 
the network of tide gauges in Greenlandic waters. A hydrographic cruise covering six hydrographic east-west 
sectiohs along the'Greenlandic westcoast was carried out in June 1997. The data will be submitted to !CBS 
soon. 
The main task of OD is to maintain a network of stations that collect data. for dissemination in real thne to the 
users. Also numerical models are important tools in operational oceanography. They provide forecasts for the. 
oceanographk parameters sea leve!, current, salinity and temperature. RDANH bas been invited by the 
Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI) to take part in a working group for ,the 
development of an oceancigraphic model for the Baltic-North Sea area called IITROMB (High Resolution 
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Ocean Model for the Baltic). The main input from OD will be real time data from our network of stations; 
validation of the model output will be another topic. The HIROMB model will be operational spring this year 
and forcasted fælds will be available on the Internet. 
Finland: In 1997 RN Aranda made 15 cruises. Along with the routirie monitoring cruises therewere several ' 
cruises connected to international and national research projects.Information is provided in the institute's web 
pages. Hydrographic and chemical data from 8 cruises are in the central data bank. The data consist of 189 
stations, among them four helicopter stations from the Bothnian Bay; 
The CTD data.from 1990-1996 have been thorough1y checked and the corrected data from standard depths are 
brought to• the central data. bank. These data have also been ,sent to ICES, as well as .thewhole hydrograpbi~al • 
and chemical data from 1995-1996. An.inventory of the data sets in the. institute was made. The directory is 
according to the EDMED format.This is really useful for IJ\any purposes. The institute achieved accredi(atlon 
for biological methods in 1997. 
A remarkable collection of biological data exists that 'have been measured in 6 - 7 coastal stations in 1962 :. 
1997. This data consists of chlorophyU a, phytoplankton, zooplankton and prirnary production data, even few . 
hydrographical and nutrient data recordings are included. The data are dispersed in papers, diskettes and 
magnetic tapes. 
France: SISMER has Farried out quality checks of all the new hydrological data and part of the historical 
database. Now, all the CTD data sel bas been controlled (13154 CTD casts); and 30% of the bottle data are 
cortrolled too (9374 battle casts among 32459). In terms of exchange with international Data Centers, 
SISMER have recently sent all its new CTD and battle daia sets (from 1987 to 1997) to ICES and to • 
NODC!WDCA: 1873 CTD stations from 30 cruises and 95 battle stations from 2 cruises. The ROSCOPs of 
the 1996 cruises (153 cruises) have been sent to ICES in February of 1998. Tbese ROSCOPs ftle,s are. 
available on the Web. 
MEDATLAS: 1997 was the year of achievement of the project and the MEDATLAS CONSORTIUM 
(IFREMERISISMER, NCMRIHNODC, æo, SHOM) for which SISMER was the coordinator, have produced 
a Mediterranean hydrological atlas on a set of 3 CD-ROMs. The final data set contains 50695 temperature 
and salinity profiles (hottle and CTD casts) and 1549lt temperature profiles (XBT and MBT) with qualily 
flags for eacb measured value. A selection software (SELMED, written by IFREMERIDITI/IDT/ISI) allows 
easy extraction of data from the CD-ROM following several criteria:' data types (CTD, Bottle, XBT, MBT, 
Thermistors),, measured parameters (ternperature, salinity, chemicals), quality flag, period, geographical 
location, ship, source country, cruise name or identifier: The observed data or data interpolated to standards 
levels can be extracted from the CD-ROM. The CP-ROMs contain also the gridded clirnatological statislics. 
computed at 28 horizontallevels. For temperature, statistics are monthly from the surface down ,to 300 meters 
depth, seasonal between 400 and ,800 meters depth and annual below. For the salinity, clirnatologyis seasonal. 
from the surface down to 800 meters depth and annual for deeper levels. Finally the CD-ROMS .contain a. 
selecti~n of clirnatological maps at the Postscript and the Gif format. 
SISMER is now turning its attention to the MTP Il -:MATER (Mass Transfer ard Ecosystem Response), 
project. This projec~ which includes 55 research groups from 16 different countries, is a Mediterranean, 
Targeted Project. · · · 
Germany: Routine water bottle and biota data submissions have continued. 1997 was a good year for CTD 
data -data were received in 25 formats, reformatted and forwarded. to ICES. 220 Cruise Summary Reports, 
wew sent to ICES; over lOO from 1997. Cruise Summary Reports from ,visiting ships .are. also collated.: 
Inventories and Cruise Summary Report information has been put on. the Web, and is,updated monthiy.: 
Inventories can be queried by ship<and year. Future cruise schedules and details of monitoring programmes 
are also available. This has. a high visibility for funding agencies. The Web page developli\ent is continuing. 
Digital request forms are available over the Web, and this .has led to an increase in the requests dealt with via 
the Web. It als o means that the requesto(needs to be precise in defining. tlieir request. 
DOD was audited during the year: The outcome of the review was that a central archive is needed, but ·that 
little pro i ect'oriented work is carried oui. However, it was deemed important that in form.ulating plan~ for data 
collectio~, the location of the final !ifchive place slioitld be included. It was also suggested;that clirnate'chahge 
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simulations should be archived, At present therecare no archives for geophysical data,c ice cores, current meter 
data and ship's cruise data. DOD will do the last two ofthese, but the others are undecided at present. 
German scientists would like data and cruise reports on-line. Ideally they would like to be able to click on 
data and relrieve it. DOD will be working on this over thenext two years. 
lreland: In 1997, the Irish Marine Data Centre developed a five year strategic plan and focussed on 
consolidating its cote data management actiVities, iniegrating with its parent organisation, the Irish Marine 
Institute and formlllating its requirements in terms of human resources, IT strategies and infrastructure. 
Certain ad hoC co re' activities have been suspended until key core prograrnrnes and infrastructure are secured. 
In association with cthe Fisheries Research.Centre, Aquaculture and Environment Section, the Data Centre 
have been developing the· Environman Database to facilitate A&E reporting to ICES for water quality, 
sediment and biota. This modified system is currentl y be ing populated and tested with the data collected Il y 
the Fisheries Resellfch Centre. Data management requirements for environmental data have also been outlined 
in the Marine InStitute strategy for environmental R&D which is ~urrently awaiting Government approval. 
EDAP During 1997, the Irish Marine Data Centre completed the.!y!AST IISupporting Initiative on Electronic 
Data Publishing (ElilAP). This was a significant milestone in terms of the Data Centre's development and the 
work is underpinning national marine data management activities in 1998. 
The Irish Marine Data Centre bosted the Ocean Data Symposium in October 1997 with over 150 delegates 
from 22 counlries. Report on proceedings will be published, as IOC/IODE Technical Series and is expected to 
be available in June 1998 .. 
The Irish Marine bata Centre is currently responsible for the data management of the following MAST Ill 
projects: CANIGO (in conjunctiori with the Spanish Data Centre) BENGAL, ENAM Il and COLORS. 
Norway: During 1997 the Institute of Marine Research, !MR, deployed 6 moorings with total of 22 current 
meters and completed 3414 hydrographic stations for fisheries·and environmental projects. CTD profiles was 
performed by Johari Hjort 1167 stations, G.O.Sars 1254 stations, Michael Sars· 874 stations, Jan Mayen 119 
stations, total of 3414 stations. Data from 1997 are quality controlled, and data from· the first 6 months• have 
been sent to ICES. Data from the last 6 moitths were converted to 5 dbars intervals (instead of l dbar) due to 
løw qua:lity on CTD instruments. All calibration data are ready. Water samples were also taken on many 
stations leading, to nulrients, chlorophyll.data (a:bout 25000 samples (x 6)) and phytoplankton data. 
The work with Norwegian Standards on moored current meter' data and measurements of temperatore and 
salinity have been cbntinued. The curient meter standard is close to being firiiShed. 
The MAST Ill project TASC (Transatlantic Study of Calanus finmarchicus)' has its data. management 
homepage at IMR pn http://tasc.irnr.no/tasc/datamanagement.htmll. IMR is responsible for getting the data 
sampled by partoers available to parthers and stored the data in a database. The final banking of data wi!l. be 
at ICES. 1997 was the main year of data sampling. Environmental data have been sent to !MR, but 
zooplankton data are delayed. The data are presented on the web using the US GLOBEC JGOFS software to 
view data in a web browser. Work is being done to get the IMR database model to communicate with web 
browsers. This is being done llsing Open Ingres/ICE relational databaSe system. 
Portugal: 'The Oceanographic Department of IH present! y comprises the areas of Physical Oceanography and 
Mari11e Geology.' The SEFOS (Shelf Edge Fisheries and Oceanography Studies) project was concluded in 
November 1996 and the final report delivered in May 1997. Current measurements over the .upper slope 
initiated with that project, near latitude 40 degrees N at depths 50m, 100m, 300m and 600m, have ·been 
maintained operative since then, aiming to build up a long time series. 
Data acquisition 311-d processing from directional and non-directional waveriders continued, and statistics 
presented in interoai reports. 
The tide tab les 1998 for harbours of Portugal.and Portuguese speaking co~ntries were published. IH continues 
the quality control of tida].data from the national,tide gauges network so.it can be sent to the UH Sea Leve! 
Center. 
The inventories of current meter, thermistor chain moorings and meteorological data were updated to 1998. 
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A conceptual model to support the relational database of. oceanographic data was created in Oracle. The 
metadata concerning the Portuguese oceanographic cruises. and moorings of current meters was prepareil: to : 
feed that system. 
Spain: During 1997, the æo has carried out 64 cruises for fisheries, ecology, physical and geophysical , 
projects. Also the 12 stations of the tide gauge network along the Spanish coast is still operative. 
The, data collected in the IEO RADIALES project (Stud,jes on tim,e series of oceanographic data on several 
transects along the Spanish coast). are being managed with the Oracle Relational Data Base. Up to now, the · 
data of the Santander transect for the period 1994-1997 have been banked in that database, and the data for the 
remaining transects are beginning to be processed Ibis year. New modules for quality contro1 have to be · 
iniplemented in this database. The contro1s for physical data are more or less resolved. However, for chemical 
and biological data the best approacn to a data quality con tro! is to gi ve as mucb information as possible in the 
metadata. 
. . 
The inventory of the data collected during. the MAST3 CANIGO project is being maintained in the IEO Data 
Center and also the IEO is responsible togetber with ISMARE for banking all the data in order to sbare tlie 
data between the project partners during the course o( the project, and prepare some data product. for 
distribution at the end of theproject. In this case the data i:hat will come to the Data Center will be already 
quallfied. 
In Spain there is a project called RAYO (Alert and Observation Network) leaded by PE (Puertos del Estado) 
that has 8 buoys deployed along the Spanisb coast that trallsmits the data to the PE Center. At present, the PE 
and the æo are preparing an agreement for installing marine sensors (CTD, chlorophyll) and current meters 
on those buoys. The agreement·Will also contemplate, for the RIMA project (Integrated Spanish Tide Gauge), 
the data assimilation to. gi ve the tides prediction daily, including the astronomical tides and meteorological 
effects. · . 
Sweden: SMID acts as "national data host for physical and ,chemical oceanographical data" from national and 
regional marine monitoring programmes. 993 series from the national monitoring programrne for 1997 and 
632 series from the regional prograrnmes were added, to the Swedish National DataBank (SHARk). SHARK 
has also been expanded with historical data from other Baltic countries. · 
Water bottle (including nutrients and chlorophyll) - and compressed CTD - data from the RIV ARGOS for 
1995 have been submitted to ICES. Water battle (including nutrients'and cblorophyll) - and compressed CTD 
-data from ARGOS for the IBTS-cruise in Jan-Feb 1997 have also been submitted to ICES. A comp1ete~et of. 
ROSCOP files from ARGOS for 1997 have been submitted to 1(2ES .. Historical marine biological data ,have 
been submitted to the Stockholm University, Departrnent of Systems Eco1ogy, who acts as "national data host 
for marine bio1ogical data" 
SMHI has managed to maintain the,high•number of cruises so that the main stations in Skagerrak, Katteg~t, 
The Sound and Baltic proper were visited almos(lmore th,an once a month. SMID also continued to peffi:Jrin 
monthly monitoring in the near eoastal zone in four counties in the west, south and southeast of Sweden. 
SMID also took an active part (togetheqvith institutes in Germany and Poland) in marine data collectio~ .and 
management in connection with the flood-disaster in Oder and.Vislllla in July-August 1997 
UK (BODC): BODC bas been the project data centre for l;he EU-MAST Ocean MarginExchange (OMpXI) 
prograrnme. In .November 1997, a two CD-ROM set was. publisbed containing the data from 47 rese'lfCh 
cruises undertaken by ships from,nine eountries operating on the European Continental Shelf Break be\weyn 
Portugal and Norway from April1993 to'November 1995, Over 95% of the 600 data sets collecteo during the 
fte1d prograrnme are assembled on the CD,ROMs. 
BODC operates a WOCE Sea· Leve! Data Assemb1y Centre (DAC), and bas been doing so since earl y 1991. 
Over 3000 site years of data are currently held; 1600 series were quality controlled and added to the data, b~ 
during.the year. A masterCD-ROM ~"" created in Marcb 1998 includingthis sea leve! data set; also included 
on the CD-ROM are the 'fast deliver)" Sea Leve! DAC data boldings, tida! barmonic constants •froin the 
WOCE Sea Leve! Data, the PSMSL' datir boldings (and other contents of theif public access directory), ah 
updated version of the GLOSS Handbook (Version 4.0) and two IOC sea leve! measuring manuals. Tbe CD' 
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ROM forms part of 'a set of 13 WOCE CD-ROMs which. wm he available to participants at the WOCE 
Scientific Conference 'Ocean Circulation and Climate' to be held in Halifax, Canada (May 1998). 
The UK lnter-Agency Commhtee on Marine Science and Technology (IACMST) has established a Marine · 
Environmental Data (MED)eoordinator and Advisory Group to facilitate communication on a regular, 'basis 
among MED data managers and sources. The post is bosted at BODC and the remit includes: maintaining an 
inventory of UK sources of MED and their holdings, providing ad vice on the management and quality control 
of data, advising potential users of MED on their availability, serving as a UK focus of international MED 
issues and MED exchange, acting as the focal point for the UK distributed network of MED and convening 
the UK MED Advisory Group. 
UK (CEFAS): The UK Directorate of Fisheries Research, which comprised the Fisheries Laboratory at 
Lowestoft and three smaller laboratories in the UK, was a division of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Food. As of April 1997 the Directorate became an executive agency of the Ministry and was renamed 
CEFAS, the Centre for Environment, Fisheries and Aquaculture Science. The new Iitle describes the three 
principal areas of scientific activity and agency status gives æFAS more autonomy to run its affairs. 
Scientific work is conducted by three groups, which again identify the areas of investigation: (l) Fisberies 
science and management (e.g. stock management and population dynarnics, fish behaviour and physiology), 
(2) Environmentc(e.g. regulatory monitoring and assessments, pollution effects in the marine environment, 
radiological monitoring, assessments and services, physical and biogeochemical processes), and (3) 
Aquacutlure and Health (e.g, fish cultivation, sbellfish cultivation, pathology inspectorate). 
The Environment. Grpup includes the physical processes and biogeochemical teams who work closely 
together. The JONUS2 (Joint Nutrient Study 2) field program, a joint exercise with other. UK laboratories and 
a successor to JONUS1, was. completed during 1997 and aims to quantify the flux of nutrients through 
estuaries and assess·.the potential irnpact upon UK coastal waters. 
Oceahographic studies include a program to understand the circulation and transport around the lrish Sea and 
the North Charinel. This used data from current meter moorings, satellite tracked drifting buoys and a. CTD 
mounted on a SCANFISH undulating towed body. The study is planned to continue into the Celtic Sea during 
1998. 
UK (Fisheries Research S~rvices): During 1997, the Marine La.boratory deployed 16 instrument moorings 
and completed 661 hydrographic stations for fisheries and environmental projects being undertaken by the 
laboratory. The instruments deployed were 17 current meters, 6 water leve! recorders and 3 ADCP. Of the 661 
hydrographic stations 441 of !hese included CTD profiles. 
All valid data recovered from the instruments deployed have been sent to BODC with the relevant 
documentation except for two moorings that will he recovered in April. The reversing battle data for 1997 is 
in the process of being fmalised and will be sent on to ICES in the forthcoming weeks. The International 
Young Fisb Survey data for 1998 shall also be sent. The CTD data has been sent to BODC and will be sent to 
ICES when the water battle data is completed. The 1997 Cruise Summary Reports are in the process of being 
compiled and will be sent to both BODC and ICES in the coming weeks. 
The FRV Scotia which has served the Marine Laboratory for the past 26 years has been replaced by a new 
vessel bearing the same name. Tbis multi-disciplined research vessel was launched at Ferguson's ship yard, 
Port Glasgow on 4th July 1997 and was followed by fitting out work and sea trials. The ship was accepted 
from the builders in March, 1998 and will undergo a short period of familiarisation prior to a busy first year of 
research trips. 
UK (HO): The UKHO continues to maintain and populate its major global oceans observations database 
which principally contains observations of the physical parameters of temperature, salinity and sound speed. 
Data are received from a variety of sources including the (UK) Royal Navy (RN), foreign navies, ships of 
opportunity and civil institutions both in UK and overseas. The data processing task includes qnality assurance 
(QA) checks utilising both software tools and the experience of staff in order to maintain the integrity of the 
database for UKHO-processed data. Data from the RN are received in raw form and undergo rigorous 
exarnination and, where required, editing befare they are incorporated into the database. Other data are 
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received in processed form frorn other institutions, requiring a different approach to the QA task, often . 
involving some degree of software support to reforma! the data. ' 
The UKHO is the national data centre for BT observations. RN vessels routinely take XBT observations on 
synoptic hours whilst on.passage using Sippican - and Sparlon - manufactured T7 and T5 pro bes. Other XBT . 
data are received frorn scientific cruises. In .. the year to March 1998, over 6000 XBT raw observations were 
processed of which 80% were accepted for inclusion into the observations database after QA checks, and . 
validation (noting !hat not all observations are conducted in ideal operating conditions). 
The development of the recently established non-acoustic biological database continues with effort being 
present! y concentrated on the sourcing, population and storage of both quantitative and qualitive data. ICES 
has, onrequest, undertaken to supply certain fish statistics and new sources of data would be most appreciated 
by theproject' manager, Dr Robin Hensley. 
USA: During the year, 1996-97 ROSCOPs were sent to ICES to add to ROSCOP Database. The total ·u.s. 
ROSCOPs are now 6500. 
The World Ocean Database 1998 (WOD98) was published. This provides additional data and has expanded 
the WOA94 to include additional variables such as chlorophyll, nitrite, alkalinity, pH, and plankton. Twb 
million temperature profiles have been lldded to the histbrical archives of oceanographic data as well' as· 
600000,plankton observations and 140000 profiles of chloroph:{!L More !han 5.4 million temperature proflles 
are avrulable in WOD98, making it the most complete digital oceanographic database available to the 
international research community. 
NODC Coastal Ocean Data Resources and Activities: Three Coastal Ocean Data Working Groups' 
(acquisition, data and information prodilcts, and qualityassuiance in Si!ver Spring on October 28'31, 1997 
and March 17-19, 1998) were bosted. These working groups were established in response to recommendations 
made by stakeholders at the NOAA Coastal Ocean Data Workshop beld in March. NODC, NGDC, and NCDC 
staff presented background information on the history and current status of the Data Centers. Working group 
merribers reviewed thei.r terms of reference, decided on a strategy for the next two years, and made a num ber 
of. initial• recommendations. 
NOAA Virtual Data System (NVDS): This is a unified, seamless data access and delivery system which 
enables the entire NESDIS data system to work and integrate more effectively in a timely manner. It will offer 











Annex 4 ROSCOP and data flow into the ICES ,Oceanographic Data:Centre 
Number of Profiles at ICE.s 
1980C:1997 
as bfJanuaty 1997Eirrd,January 1998 
' Amourt reoeiued..in1QQ1 
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ICES ROSCOP Submissions 1970-1998 (as of 22/06/98) 
Countrv/Year 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 Total• 
Betoium 1 6 7 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 o o o o o 21 26 24 25 30 31 26 30 27 o 267 
Canada 12 5 14 4 1 13 9 17 18 20 14 21 16 13 o 25 9 41 52 13 15 17 27 41 27 1 25 o o 470 
Denmark 5 8 16 8 21 24 40 32 16 16 18 9 19 31 o 38 42 39 39 22 19 24 20 20 26 22 21 42 6 643 
Estonia o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 
Finland 4 3 6 7 7 8 o 11 13 11 13 11 10 4 o 12 1 o o o o o o o o o o 1 3 125 
France 38 57 60 52 76 68 55 62 64 76 88 73 68 76 o 52 53 34 55 97 127 108 82 86 134 99 155 2 1 1998 
FRG 47 96 64 83 48 59 68 64 65 52 70 92 92 96 . o 130 132 118 141 173 167 164 140 190 200 192 152 108 2 3005 
GDR 1 2 7 6 7 9 8 12 10 11 9 13 10 11 o 10 10 8 11 8 15 o o o o o o o o 178 
lcelan·d 11 20 19 9 10 11 10 16 17 16 18 12 12 14 o 12 9 19 8 6 9 11 8 16 16 13 4 27 5 358 
lreland 1 1 2 13 1 5 3 5 5 5 o o o o o o o 16 4 o 9 2 10 11 3 2 o o o 98 
Latvia o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 3 2 o o 2 o 7 
Norway 27 31 25 26 26 38 31 28 28 35 35 40 41 48 o 48 38 47 46 49 40 42 71 56 63 70 84 100 20 1233 
Netherlands 13 23 27 24 38 33 26 28 57 69 70 63 83 74 o 76 74 26 o 83 82 81 13 10 17 23 14 6 1 1134 
Poland 14 10 32 25 15 9 14 12 11 5 15 11 14 13 o 16 15 11 12 11 14 15 7 4 . 10 3 13 4 o 335 
Portugal o o o 1 o o 1 2 o 1 1 2 1 o 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 o o 2 .· 5 4 o o o .30 
Spa in 5 4 4 5 4 8 4 2 2 5 1 o o o o 2 1 5 4 1 4 25 34 28 27 27 22 18 o 242 
Sweden 10 12 8 9 9 13 24 19 9 8 9 11 10 14 24 23 23 24 9 3 4 14 o 20 19 19 19 19 9 394 
UK 105 216 173 178 187 163 183 197 181 164 150 181 155 135 115 114 108 119 114 117 132 135 120 134 81 82 64 7 o 3810 
USA 6 11 14 63 394 650 731 707 654 377 311 292 127 228 190 192 126 167 152 132 120 143 112 115 81 44 33 24 o 6196 
USSR 10 18 13 6 5 3 16 15 3 3 1 1 4 7 2 3 3 o o o 4 1 o o o o o o o 118 
Other 1 1 o o o o o o o 4 4 6 3 11 o 15 10 10 13 13 1 9 117 110 11 o 48 62 1 o 549 
Total 311 524 491 520 850 1115 1226 1230 1154 879 828 839 666 776 333 769 655 686 662 750 789 815 786 876 852 675 698 388 47 21190 
• Totals mclude only ROS COP subnusswns on! y, 1e excludes those fonns created by ICES wh!Ch total 4113 forms) 
,, 
· . · Num ber of Cruises where data .he id at ICES (as of 22/06/98 - Source: ROSCOP 
Country/Year 70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77. 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 Total 
Belgium .o 1 1 1 . 1 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 9 8 7 6 9 10 10 6 o o 87 
Canada O• .: o .o 1 o o 1 o o 39 43 52 48 44 41 45 33 24 28 26 17 15 8 3 2 3 1 o o 474 
Denmark 7 ·6 13 7 17 15 31 20 .. 13 . 12 13 8 13 16 22 20 22 21 28 19 31 18 19 19 26 24 7 o o 467 
Estonia ·n ,,. ·o o o o o o a·: c;,o o .. o o o o o o o o o o o o o o . o o o o o o 
Finland 7 4 6 7 7 8 o 15 13 15 15 17 11 4 14 19 16 20 11 4 7 16 9 1 1 14 o o 1 o 271 
France 7 13 16 24 19 15 12 12 9 10 10 8 16 21 16 6 5 7 12 10 12 25 15 17 18 3 1 2 1 342 
FRG 32 21 18 18 21 20 24 21 21 16 44 48 49 41 51 53 51 44 46 49 65 38 47 52 16 22 9 4 o 941 
GDR 5 9 6 5 3 3 6 5 5 5 6 5 5 7 7 6 8 7 6 7 6 o o o o o o o o 122 
loeland 6 13 1 1 9 10 11 10 16 17 16 18 12 12 14 10 12 9 19 9 6 9 10 8 16 15 o 1 o o 299 
lreland o o 1 2 o o ·a o o o· o o . o o o ' o o o o o o o 1 6 1 o o o o 1 1 
Latvia o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o . o o o o o o o o 2 8 6 7 o 23 
Norway 36 17 23 19 13 14 29 37 30 27 46 45 46 46 61 54 42 48 57 59 75 68 77 68 80 64 64 67 o 131 1 
Netherlands 23 . 14 17 12 17 12 10 5 8. 7 8 6 8 9 2 •2 4 6 2 6 6 . 15 23 . . 35 . ·34 . 28 25 1 o 345 
Pol and 14 8 10 13 15 9. 2 6 o 3 10 11 9 7 7 4 5 22 12 9 17 19 11 . '15 14 18 o 1 o 271 . 
Portugal 7 17 6' 9 2 o o o o o o o 1 1 o 1 o o 2 1 2 o o 2 4 4 o o o 59 
Spa in 1 2 1 4 2 1 3 o o o o o o o o 1 o 2 1 o 1 10 16 16 24 31 11 13 o 140 
Sweden 25 32 36 19 18 39 30 32 23 16 18 19 16 14 25 24 26 28 32 31 44 15 14 22 22 19 1 1 o 641 
UK 21 38 33 42 21 24 33 35 27 27 24 31 22 17 15 26 25 33 40 61 54 30 38 43 35 30 20 8 1 854 
USA o o 1 1 1 3 7 o 2 o o 1 o 1 2 o o 9 5 1 1 4 1 o. o o o o o o 49 
USSR 15 20 27 30 . 20 14 26 47 62 66 10 2 1 o 16 33 19 41 51 19 25 9 1 o o o o o o 554 
other o o o 4 o o o o o o o 1 o o o 1 1 o 1 1 1 1 l . '3 1 1 1 o o o 11'. 
Total 206 215 226 227 187 . 189 225 253 232 261 266 267 257 243 290 308 267 333 344 328 384 297 296 335 318 265 152 105 2 7278. 
World Ocean Database 1998 
Profile Count (NODC/WDC-AIGODAR) 
150000 -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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How many requests for data, 
data products or information 
about data (.e. inventories, 





DiQitaL(CD!i, etc.): :!;!_38 
Web p11ges: 1526_15 -. 
2694 (77 standard products, 
1190 self service <ICCess; 
527 ad. hoc 
. . . . 
330. --•---. . _·_· 
13(', buUhis is 011(yrequests 
wtiii:htook more thano:s day 
to answer. Very different 
workloads (2 days to 2 





150 from e-mail/letters; 
internal requests 5-25 per day 
Summarise the sort of data/ 
information requested (e.g. 
waves, currents, XBT, CTD, 
data sets on CD-ROM, 
qatalogues of data ho/dings) 
Statistics or raw data 
CD-ROMs, also customised 
datasets 
-·. 
Sea level, CTD, water battle, 
surface hydrography, 
bathymetry, meteorology, 
l geology, s!!diments - · 
tide/Water-levels,_waves, 
drifting. b(IOys, XBT, CTD, 
water battle, GTS PP, 
National Energy Baard 
!=nvironmentaldata sets, 
etc. ... .... -·-





TOGAIWOCE XBT 36 
Digital bathymetry, waves, 
temperature and salinity, sea 
level, currents, lang term 
nutrients 
CTD and water battle {02, 
nutrients, chlorophyll); 
inventories, time series, 
budget calculations, 
statistics, i:ustom designed, 
cruise reports. 
Where do the data requests come Do you have standard products 
from? available (e.g. CD-ROMs, statistica/ or 
gridded products)? Jf, yes, what are 
these products? 
Universities, government, mainly individual processing 
commercial, abroad 
general public, NOAA, other See list of CD-ROMs below 
g<>vernment, 11cademia, priv<1te 
business, foreign . 
173 organisations for 11d hoc GEBCO, No_rth Sea Project, BOFS, 
requests, GEBCO - 150 OMEX, GLOSS Station Handbook, 
organisations in 44 countries, OMEX WOCE Sea Level CD-ROMs; 
75 organis11tions in 15 countries. - ·-- U~DMAP, CIVII, EDMED. 
Many organisations GTSPP CD-ROM, NEB CD-ROM, 
No gridded products · 
.. 
1 O% DOD, 45% Universities, From yearly Government Bulletin to 
5% Goverl1rl1erit, 6%-·comrrteri:ial, the State of the Sea· 
23% Foreign 
.. .. ... ... . . . ....... 
IFREMER, public organisations, MEDATLAS CD-ROM; gridded data 
private sector, foreign sets for IFREMER intranet and 
internet subscribers 
Universities (26%), state sponsored-- PIRATE prototype CD-ROMs 
body (20%), rese11rch institution (PROFILE <1nd BENTHOS), Guideline 
(17%), private companies(16%), Docllment on .Eiectronic Data 
government department (7%), private Publishing and gridded bathymetry 
individual (5%), interest group(2%) 
most internal and from government Statistical and gfidded products; 
counties and universities; a growing 
1 
~ruise reports; d.ata files suitable for 
number from abroad. · _ exportto commercial pack11ges · 
How many requests for data, Summarise the sort of data/ Where do the data requests come Do you have standard products 
· iiata prodlicts or information information requested (e:g. from? availab/e (e.g. CD-ROMs, statistica/ or 
about data (.e. inventories, waves, currents, XBT, CTD, griddedproducts)? ff, yes, what are 
cata/ogues) have you hand/ed in data sets on CD-ROM, · fhese {Jroducts? 
1997? cata/ogues of data ho/dings) . _- .. ·. -....... 
l MR -1 per week; inside IMR there mainly CTD, some currents Own organisation; also universities, No, but. can produce gridded data 
is di re et. access government, commercial and abroad sets. Fixed station data on the Web 
lE O -50 15 sea level, 40.MEDATLAS, Own organisation, universities, other MEDATLAS CD-ROM; sea level 
also temperaturearid _ public bo dies, commercial 
-- - - ' -· - . -
-
annual report 
salinity near coast 
IH Approx. 20 Wave data, currents, tides, Own organisation (currents and . For wave data ... , statistical products. 
CTD. CTD), commercial organisations In general, catalogue of 
(currents and ti des), abroad oceanographic data with spatia! and 
(Ne~herlands 'Teamv.rork tempora! distribution for 
Technology' for wave data and their oceanographic.cruises (water 
analysis) bottles, CTD, XBT and MBT, currel)t 
meters, network of tide gauges, 
Waves, meteorological and 
thermistor chains). We are working 
. on a catalogue of geological data.-. 
RDANH Between 40 and 50 Sea level, currents, Own organisation (hydrgraphic No, data are extracted from 
temperature and salinity. department), universities, database. Quarterly/annual reports 
Data exchange with Danish government and commercial include time series plots, whjch may 
Met. Institute and Danish organisations. lnstitutes in Germany be sufficient in some cases. 
Hydraulic Institute in near and sweden mainly. --'T 
real time. ,;-; 
FRS Not logged, but -20-30 lnventories of hydrographic Own organisation, BODC, ICES, Annual Cycles Working Paperwith 
and current meter data; CTD commercial organisations, other floppy disk (Program pl us data) 
data, current meter data; government bodies/agencies 
hydrographic, chemistry and 
l productivity data . . 
C EF AS from 2-3/month to 5/6 month Temperature data from mostly C EF AS colleagues, but some · 'In-house' format current meter data 
coastal programme for universities; occasional requests for and temperature, salinity and 
biologists, or North Sea/Irish data reports from other CEFAS Labs. nutrients 
. Sea; current meter data 
Can you a/ways re spond positive/y to requests Jf you do not hold the data requested, what is How do you think your service cou/d be 
(i.e. do you have the data requested?) or are your response? Can you refer the enquirer improved? 
you ask ed for data you do not hold? elsewhere? And if so, where do you usually refer 
.. them to? 
ICES 
. 
NODC!WDCA Try to refer enquirer elsewhere Refer to proper person or institute - contact Taking advantage of state of the art 
point p lus Web ad dress technology - placing data on-line, hot linking 
to data sites. Education of upper 
. management 
BODC No, we are asked for data not held Refer to ICES/WDCA or elsewhere either in Knowing who else has what quickly 
the UK or abroad, as appropriate 
MEbs Act as a referral service for data not held Refer to re'gional institutes and other More data products imd services on the ·· 
relevant government departments Web. Central Web sites for Canada's marine 
environment. Contribute to ICES and use as 
referral. 
DOD Sometimes, requests passed to other Other NODCs and ICES, but enquirer may go German scientists want data on-line. DOD 
NODCs and to ICES there directly aim to respond to requests in 14 days, 
.. usually response is quickei". Digital data 
requested by Home Page on the Web. 
SIS MER No, sometimes asked for data not held Try to send to right place, i.e. IFREMER, lnventories liki!the current meter inventory 
SHOM, International Current Meter lnventory, useful; access to data via the Web; links with 
other data centres, Web addresses. Also use other data centres Home Pages. 
World Ocean Atlas CD-ROMs . 
IMDC Cannot always resp ond to requests because Clients are referred to appropriate sources to Needs to be made part ofthe Core activity; 
we may not hold the data or it is restricted, facilitate their needs surveys have been carried out to consolidate 
other commitments take priority we need to user requirements 
charge for time and are limited by resources 
SMHI Y es to 98% of requests Offer to help customer- contact relevant More use of internet; by working closely with 




l MR Can help alm ost everyone who needs data in Sometimes to ICES and other NODCs. More products on the Web 
Norwegian waters ·• 
lE O Not always, but most of the time For sea level data refer to PS MSL or other Conipiling more data from institute; prepare 
Sp<i'riish lnstitutes; Hydrographic data from catalogues for distribution; develop software 
.. : WDCA to man11ge data more easily; preparing _-, ·~ 
.. products for eli'!ctronic media· distribution 
·~ ,_1 
Can you a/ways respond positive/y to requests Jf you do not hold the data requested, what Is How do you think your seNice cou/d be 
(i.e. do you have the data requested?) or are your response? Can you refer the enquirer improved? 




Sometimes requests are made for current · l.f we do not have what is requested and the It could be improved, if we can work and 
meter data where we know moorings were enquirer is from within IH, we will suggest establish links outside IH. 
deployed but we do not have the data whereto go. ·. 
RDANH Data may be requested for·areas where no Give a best estimate from a neighbouring Missing data (transmission failure, sensor 
data are held. Gaps in thedata are a station. Danish Met. Institute may have some breakdown, etc.) are a problem. 
problem. The answer is 'no, not always'. relevant data. Swedish (SMHI) and German 
(BSH) colleagues also may have relevant 
• data: 
FRS if we have data, yes .. lf data not held, refer to BODC and/ or ICES, All requests usually met within 48 hours, 
· depending on requestors requirements unless Data IVhmager isatsea, then delay 
could be 3 weeks. A deputy would improve 
service, but with the small number of 
requests this i!;unlikely 
CEFAS Yes, can usually offer something Contact BODC (especially for current meter Difficult to keep track of all the data 
' 
data) and ICES for water sample available. Useful to have a way of identifylng 
. observations what data are available from BODC, ICES, 
etc. Current meter inventory was very useful. 
... 1\ 
-----------~-------·"·-·-- - -----~------
Annex 7 Outline of presentation on parameter code ta bles/data dictionaries 
Parameters - A discussion 
Orla Ni Cheileachair 
The Irish Marine Data Centre 
Today's Talk 
Why? 
To highlight some issues we have 
encountered in the weird and 
wonderful world of 'parameters'. 
· To prevent re-inventing of the wheel 
To look at possibilities of increasing 
comparability of parameters across 
Data Centres 
BODC EDMED Parameters 
EDMED Parameters: 
- Multidisciplinary 
- Big bucket parameter group headings 
- Specific Parameters listed per group 
- Specific parameter co de? 
- 2 level hier-archy useful for searching 
- Equipment included as a 'parameter' in 
addition to naming what was actual 
measured 
Today's Talk 
Quick Overview of; 
-IOC ROSCOP (CSR) parameters . 
- ~ODC OMEX (JGOPS) Parameters 
- BODC EDMED parameters 
- IFREMER MATER Parameters 
- GF3 Parameters 
- IMDC PIRA TE Parameters 
- IMDC parameters for the MAST III 
projects,CAI}IIGO, ENAM & BENGAL 
IOC ROSCOP (CSR) Parameters •• 
2 leve l hierarchy: 
Multidisciplinary 
Big bucket parameter group headings 
Specific Parameters listed per gro up 
Ctr.tegory assigned a letter and parameter :a 
number = 3 byte code 
Physical Oceanography = H, H09 = Water 
battle stations 
t:q1Jip1nei1T included as a 'parameter' in 
addition-to · what ·wa:s aCtual 
floats 
BODC OMEX PQrameters (JGOFS) 
Data Dictionary: 
'- .2 level hierarchy 
- 8 byte parameter code_which identifies 
method and state 
- Units per parameter 
- Instrument induded as a 'parameter' 
·~· 
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BODC OMEX Parameters 
(JGOF.S) 
Parameter Hierarchy: 
- Parameter Category, .e.g. Curr = Currents 
- 8 byte parameter code, e,g, 
• U:bA- 4 byte:s = HOrizontal ·Current Dire.Ction 
• EL- current ~irection '(Euterian Method) 
· 02 - Chan~l 2 
- LCDAELOZ. = full 8 byte parameter c ode 




- Category = CNPS 
- Parameter = PHOS 
- Abbreviated r:~ame = P04 
- Parameter name = Phosphate 
-"Units UPOX =· Micromoles/litre 
MATER Data Manual -
Parameter Inventory 
Each of the 12 data sets (excluding 
Remote Sensing) are.split into sub 
groups comprising of specific 
parameters 
- Eg. Leve l l =· In-situ Physics 
Leve_12, = CTD Profiles 
Level 3 = PressLre 
T emperottre 
PSAL 
BODC OMEX Parameters (JGOFS) 
Parameter Code: 
Parameter Category, .e.g. CNPS =C, N, P, 
Si data including nutrients 
8 byte parameter code, e.g. PHOSAADl 
- bytes 1-4- indicc,ct"e the parameter name 
- bytes 5-8 indicate method plus 
state or sampling 'compartment' 
- PHOS - 4 bytes = Phosphate 
- AADI- 5-8 = dissolved phosphate 
colorom~tric 
filtered) 
MATER Data Manual -
Parameter lnventory 
MTP U/MATER parameters: 
- 3 level-hiercirC:hy for ·12 rnain data sets 
- l) In-situPhysics; 2) Nutrients: 3) 
Metals; 4) Chlorofluoro-Carbons, 5) 
Radio-isotopes~ 6) Biogenic Major 
Elements: 7) Biogenic Minor El~ments; 8) 
Pigments, sugars, amino O:cids; 9}Primary 
produ<:tio,n; 10) Microbiology: 11) Meso & 
fauna; 12) Remote Sensing. 
MATER Parameter Code 
4 byte Code unique to the element + 
unit 
Uses IOC/GF3 where avai lab le or 
Own SISMER code. or in other cases: 
- Fi.rst 2 letters indicate mai~.ele:me,nt {if on/y l 
kttt!r like C f11r Car;b11n. thl!.ll!.ftt:r is duplic_oted. l!.g. CC) 
- W, P, F, 5, O indicate State, e:.g. P= particle:s in 
the: wa.te:r column. e:.g. ICCP- particulate 
inorganic carbon 
- Last of first letter is relate:d to <total> or 
like: <A, B> whe:re relevant 
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MATER. Parameters 
• 4 byte parameter code (International 
or SIS MER defined) 
Parameter nome - unique & reflects 
sampling comparttnent (e.g. water, 
parti des, sediment, biota, etc); 30 
bytes 
Parameter unit = SI units (if anot.her 
unit is used, it is considered another 
30 bytes .. 
- TCCF =Sett! ing Particulate Total Caf:"bon-FiuX 'per 
l0-6 KGM-2 DA Y-l ' 
GF3 Parameter .Codes · 
- 6 byte parameter code = PPPPKMMS 
- PPPP = parameter iqentifier 
- K = in.dicates whether the paramet:er, 
method _&_ unii" is standard or user 
defined and va'ries _from 2, 4-7 . 
- MM= method used fo measure 
parameter,(set to'XXwhen ~nspecified) 
- S = compartment in.which parameter was 
measured (varies_from a-,j, n, x) 
IMDC Parameters 
• IMDC Activities: 
- PIRATE system (RDBMS) 
- DatåTracking System (RDBMS ) 
, • Data' mode.l of relationsJ·Iip b'etwee.n crUiSe 
ba.sed data (9ears arid param·e:ters) 
GF3 Parameters 
Grouped under 10 headings labellecl 
from 7a-7j: 
- 7a) General Purpose; 7b) Date & Time 
within Day; 7c) Time & Frequency:?d) 
Posit-ion & Navigc;ttion, 7e)_ Physicc:tl 
Oceanagraphy; U) Waves; 7g) 
Meteorology: 7h) Geophysics; 7i) 
Chemistry; 7j) Special Purpose. 
GF3 .Parameters 
- pppp KMMS Name Units Ref 
- CPHL 7XX D Chlorophyll-o. mg/m·l 7i-chem 
- CPHL = Chlorophyll-o. 
- 7 =the parameter, methad and unit are standard 
- XX= method is unspecified 
- D "' sample meosured in the hydrosphere 
- Units:: MiO"ogroms of chlorophyll-11 per cubic decimetre. of 
water ot 20 deg C. 
- Ref = Pornmeter belongs to Chemi9try group 
IMDC Parameter Codes 
PIRA TE system: 
- MultidiSciplina~y parameters in~ludin9 
ROSCOP parameters 
- Specifically adapted to the MAST II 
projects BENTHOS and PROFILE 
- Internal coding system for parameterS· · 
- 3 Leve! HierarchiCal str:ucture 
included as a 'parameter' in 
to nom ing what was actual 
measured 
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PROFILE PIRATE system 
Parameter Category Code 
1 Physical Oceanography 
2 Chemical Oceanography 
3 Biology 






Modell ing (Physical Oceanography) 
Biological Oceanography 
BENTHIC PIRATE PARAMETER CO DING System 











300200 Comm\J'lity Ecology y~ y., y~ y~ No 
300201 ~Biomass y~ y., y~ y~ No 
300202 - Abundanæ/Den9tyYes y., y., y" No 
"""' 
-No. of Spedes y,. Yes _ y,. y~ No 
"""' - """""" 
y~ y., y., y~ No 
300205 - Spedes Rid1ness Y es Y•• y., y,. No 
300206 - Spedes Equl!ab!lityYes Yo• y" y,. No 
300207 - 01her lnlices y" Y os y" y" No 
300208 - Size Spectra . y~ y., y" y~ No 
300209 ___; TrophiC Groups- y~ y., y" y,. No 
In øddi~km to th~ co de$, th~ :!tiZe. elan wa.s- also flaggi!d fcr 
tUJch fkJI"t1met~ 
Cruise Data Tracking System 
- Contains .parameters-specifically for the 
CANIGO, ENAM II and BENGAL MAST 
ill projects plus ROSCOP parameters 
- No coding system has beeri defined yet 
- Hierarchical approach planned 
• Big buckets such as EDMED pQ/"Qmeters (e.g. 
Physical Oceonograpy, Chemical Oceo.nography, 
etc) for eosier searching 
• Parameter code whic:h ollows another le.vel of 
parameters grouping similar to PIRATE 
whic:h would again facilitate easiel" 
searching? 
NUMERIC CODING System 
Category Code Description 
1 100100 CTO Profiles 




100105 -Sig ma-t 
-. CTD pro files' are p(Jrametei- num be 001 in tke Ph~ical 
OceanographyCCJte.goty(f) with sub-parome.ters Ol-05,of 
temperoture, salinity, conductMty, etc, etc 
IMDC Data Tracking System 
- WWW System for viewing the parameters 
measured per statiori on a cruise and the 
institute responsible for each parameter 
- Data (summary cruise information, 
positional information, gears, parameters 
and partlcipdting institutes) stoned in a 
relational database. 
- Dbserv~d- parameters are related to the, 
samplihg ·instrument as def i ned in the 
cruise report (1 instrument to many 
parameters relationship) 
Main Parameter Issues 
- HierarchicOI Approdch- facilitates 
searching but needs: 
• standard 'big bucket' categories 
· standard leve IS 'of grouping (as opposed :to 
having Fa.tty A ei ds &. Geophysics at same leve!) 
- Confusion·between instrumerlts & 
parameters 
• Need to define Y<+lat IS a 'parameter' 
• Require definition o'f relationship of parameter 
to meas\lrement method , e.g. relationship of 
øar-amet••rto 91mpling instrument in t>TS 
of this relationship VOI"ies 
of data 
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Main Parameter Issues 
-Parameter. Co des 
• B byte co_ding systems generally ,in place? 
• 4 byte parameter id~tifier or nome 'common' 
but not st011dard across Data ee'ntres 
· Given multidl'sdplinary natur~, o~ ly certain 
parameters have: standard codes 
-General ly, code contains identlfier to the 
measurement method and state or 
'compartm.ent' in which the.param_eter was 
sampled but: 
· 'Compartment' ideritifiers are not standard i sed 
Mea.surement methods wi li always be in a state 
of flux? 
What is critical ? 
- Standardisation of parameters/data 
dictionQ.ries between Data Centres to ensure 
easy & comparable re;.trieval of data? 
' - Hierarchicai structure for .easysearching of 
multid.i,sciplinary pq.rameters,? 
- Proper definition of parameters to rem.ove 
confusion with instrument and measurement 
- Some means.of lJpdating new parameters to 
ensure standardisation. across- Data-Centres 
Parameter Codes ? 
- Standard ise on parameter identifiers (4 byte 
name, e.g. phos) 
- Standardise ~n 'cornpa_rtment' identifie;.rs 
- Methods- keep in bilt with the option 'of 'not 
specifying' - Needs more thought? 
- Includ~ grouping leVe_ls within .co de as in 
PIRATE? (Code could then be >.than 8 
bytes) 
Main Parameter Issues 
- Parameter Units 
· On ly certain parameter-S have standard uriitS" 
· Units will vary a:ccording to the science and 
measurement method 
· SI units /international clossification _systems 
are often not adopted by the scientists 
submitting data · 
What to do next ? 
- Standardise on b ig bucket groupings which 
will be compatible with EDMED type activity? 
- Agree on the hierarchicallevel of paramete-r 
groupings? 
- Define a parameter_ on ly by what is be ing 
measured- distinct from instrument/gear 
e/•Od<>Dt a system for coding 
Parameter Units ? 
- Units- standard ise: where· possible 
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Over the past decade, oceanographic institutions, such as the Bedford Institute of Oceanography (B!O), have 
become involved in data collection and research efforts that contribute to global research programs. The 
delivery of these data to the international community has brought attention to collection and management 
problems dealing with metadata_ details, sensor tracking, etc. To produce datasets useful to the global 
community, the oal:aSets require: l) at-source data entry, 2) established links between the data and metadata 
and, 3) managemtmt ofthe data as opposed to simple storage. · 
The at-source data entry is important to capture details of the scientific activity. Otten, these details are either 
not recorded or are recorded in personal notes to which access is limjted. By providing a means to cap ture 
this information, we acquire a more accurate and complete representation of the events. 
The established links between the data and metadata help provicle integrity for all collected information. Such 
links en sure that the ente red data comply with known ru les and are consistent with previousl y recorded data 
within the systerri. 
Finally, management of the data is crucial for the distribution of the most complete and accurate set of 
information to users. Such management goes beyond the simple storage of the data, to include the automatic 
directing of data and metadata to logical and interrelated storage locations within a single database. 
The f()llowing paper deals witha data management application for use onboard researcb ships. The system 
capabilities and initiill system testing are reviewed. 
APPLICATION 
The application development was •based on the specifications defmed in a functional model. The details of . 
window-window and window-database interactions, as well as window appearance were included within the 
specifications. 
The application was developed in Powerbuilder Desktop® Version 5. Powerbuilder is a 4GL application 
development tool. The -application was developed for Windows 3.1 but bas recently been upgraded to 
Windows 95. Powerbuilder is database .independent, thus providing the developer with a wide cboice of 
possible databases. 
Powerbuilder uses object oriented programming tecbniques wbich allow easier updates to the .application 
code. A modular application component design also organizes the objects into logical groups, again making 
maintenance easier. For a review of object oriented terminology, seeHendee (1994). 
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Hardware requirements for the installation of ODIN include 20 Mbytes of free space, Windows 95 operating 
system on a 486 or hetter, with at !east 8 Mbytes of RAM. 
There are also functional requirements for the use of ODIN. These requirements represent ru les of conducting 
the scientific activities. The two functional requirements of ODIN are unique numeric identiflers for the 
cruise and each individual water sample. 
' 
' It is common for an oceanographic lab to reference individual cruises with numeric identiflers. Referencing 
individual water sarnples with unique numeric identiflers is also common, bowever, the methods used to 
determine the identiflers are varied. BIO,references water samples using sequential 6 digit identiflers. Other 
labs commonly combine the station number, and rosette position to produce a unique identifler for the water 
sarnple. Either method is acceptable to ODIN. However, ODIN does default to sequential identiflers, 
automatically computing the identifiers for the next planned operation. 
COMPONENTS 
ODIN has been structured into f1ve main components that include cruise planning, personnel management, . 
instrument conflguration, scientific operations and water sarnple management. 
The cruise planning component allowsthe user to construct a speciflc cruise dataset using the unique cruise 
numb.er. The user then assigns personnel to the cruise and individuals to duties and watch periods. The user 
can specify the sampling order for water samples and can plan .the scientific operations (for exarnple CTD 
casts, XBT drops, moorings, floats, drifters, etc.). The det!iils of the water sampling can be defined including 
the number and depth of battle trips at each station, and t[le type and number of sarnples to be drawn from 
each rosette battle. The detailed planning of scientific operations is optio11al to allow the system the 
flexibility to incorporate spontaneous operations. 
The instrument conf1guration component allows the creation of instrument packages. The package is a teff11, 
used. to refer to any grouping of physical objects. Typically, the package represents a logical group of 
instruments that support a particular science related activity. Having defined the package, the user may th~n 
use !his defmition within the system to identify the instruments involved in a particular data colleci:lon 
operation. 
The scientific Qperations component repre~nts that part of the system used to . track the details df the, 
individual shipboard operations. These operations include and extend beyond the full suite of WOCE cait' · 
types to include non-science related operations. The us.er bas complete control over the detail of the tracked, 
operations and may include such things as steaming time and navigation logging. Examples of 'more 
traditional oceanographic operations include CTD casts (with or without Lowered ADCP), XBT drops, 
moorings, floats, drifters, etc. 
All operations are given a unique operation number and tbereafter are identified by this nuinber. Operations 
are tracked backwards, if possible, to information stored within the planning component. When available, 
planning component information is used during the completion of the operation. 
Identifying a particular stage of an operation (for exarnple the beginning or end of a rosette east) begins a 
"wizard" series of screens that lead the user througb the required information for the particular operation type. 
For operations in vol ving the CTD, ODIN is capable of displaying the real-time Seabird CTD pressure .. , The 
data stream from the Seabird deck unitto one PC running ODIN, provides the necessary input to COll1pute 
instantaneous pressure value. The computed value is then placed in the database and made available to other 
PCs running ODIN. The pressure display is useful to the wincb operator for locating pressure surfaces for 
bottle trips and also for staff waiting for the'packageto arrive on deck. 
ODIN also has tl1e ability to read and decode NMEA navigation strings. Using a NMEA serial port feed into 
a PC running ODIN, the system can decode and display the navigation. The navigation may be accessed 
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automatically through the wizard screen. · Aiternatively;· a unique scientific operation called navigation 
logging may be initiated to store navigation data at a predefined interval to the database. 
The water sample component tracks each collected water sarnple and associated attributes of the sample. 
Water samples may be collected during any assigned operation including rosette casts, pumping system, etc. 
For rosette casts, the start sampling time for each parameter is stored to allow an estimate of the time on deck 
befare sampling. The user has the ability to assign values to parameters directly within the application, or 
import values using standard text files. Missing samples can be automatically identified and quality flags may 
be assigned to any sample. All assigned quality flags are stored with time stamps to provide a history of the 
quality con tro!. Calibration criteria for individual parameters may also be included. 
Throughout the system the user has the flexibility to include notes dealing with the cruise, individual 
operations, instruments, water samples, rosette bottles, or thermometers. The notes are all time and personnel 
stamped. 
Users seek:ing information may browse all aspects of the system. Users may review the planning component 
to develop sampling strategies, review instrument notes to determine reasons for sensor changes, or rosette 
battle attributes to identify leakers. The datamay be exported via·WOCE station sununary reports, and in the 
future, WOCE SEA files. Altematively, users may wish to copy and work directly with the MicroSoft 
Access® database rables. . 
OPERA TIONAL USE 
The system has been field tested on a 1997 cruise to the Labrador Sea. The test resulted in numerous 
modifications to. the application although none were required to the database stmcture. Some expansipn of 
ODINs functional capabilities were noted, but will not be implemented for the next field test. A solid 
software foundation must be established befare adding features. ODIN will undergo a second field test in 
June 1998. 
REFERENCES 
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Annex 9 Recommendations 
Proposed Agenda for next year's meeting: 
The Working Group on Marine Data Management will meet in Ottawa, Canada[rom 3 - 6 May 1999 to: 
a) Assess the last five years data (1994-1998) sent to ICES by each member country, identify problems and . 
suggestsolutions; 
b) Review progress in the implementation of IOC's Global Oceanographic Data Archaeology and' Rescue 
(GODAR) Project in each member country, including consideration of biological oceanographic data , 
types; 
c) Quantitatively analyse the minimum requirements for quality assurance of oceanograpbic data; 
d). Develop guidelines for the quality assurance and data managj:'ment of nutrient and oxygen . data in 
cooperation with the MCWG; 
e) Report on the development ofWorldWide Web pages and links between them within member countries; 
f) · investigate and evaluate the data dictionaries available to the marine science community, including ah· 
analysis of the parameter code list used for the IOC Cruise Summary Report, and produce an improved 
and updated set of codes. 
Justifications: 
a) Although the data received by ICES over the last two years has been encouraging, there is still a large 
amount of data outstanding especially nutrient data and data from global projects. This it em should act · 
as encouragement to Member Coutitries to supply the ICES Oceanographic Data Centre with data in a 
timely manner. 
b) Much data have be en recovered by the five year GOD AR project, but many valuable data sets still remain 
o utside of established data banks and archives. WG members ne ed to continue searching out old data sets 
and forwarding them to ICES and WDC(A). ICES has taken a lead role in this project for the ICES 
region, which provides a focus for member states activities; investigations sug gest that much biological 
data is available within ICES Member Countries. This item serves to help quantijy the data and 
associated documentation available; and their status. 
c) The re is a ne ed for simple guide lines for those collecting, processing and quality assuring data. Hav ing 
reviewed those guide lines and manuals present/y available, and produced aset of guidelines for moored 
current meter, CfD, shipborne ADCP and SeaSoar/Batfish data, other data types will now be considered 
(e.g. moored ADCP, drifting buoys, XBT and sea leve!) and guide lines developed and updated 
d) The MCWG have be en reviewing quality assessment procedures for nutrient and oxygen data. Following 
on from this, the MCWG and WGMDM willjointly develop guide lines. The existence ofwritten guide lines 
has distinct advantages. It shows laboratories reporting to the ICES data bank how important it is to 
apply quality control procedures on the data, and it will prov ide ICES with data sets which are easier to 
handle and which have a proper/y documented QC history behind them. 
e) This is an opportunity to exploit developments within the Internet and raise the profile of the data centres 
within in the ICES community. In particular, collaboration on data products will be investigated and the 
WGMDM pages will be further developed. 
J) A number of Data Dictionaries, each covering a wide range of parameters, have be en developed by the 
oceanographic community. Last year, these were critically reviewed by the WGMDM. An inter-sessional 
sub-group will continue this and suggest the appropriate hierarchical structure and standardistation at 
the category leve!. Data flagging schemes will also be addressed 
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